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What you ree ii what you get. 

The extraordinary Shure SM7 professional microphone features something 
you've never seen before: a built -in Visual Indication Response Tailoring 
System that offers you four different frequency response curves -and shows 
you the curve you've selected with a graphic readout (see above) at the back 
of the microphone! Choose: 1. flat response; 2. bass roll -off; 3. presence 
boost; 4. combination of roll -off and presence. And there's more: the SM7 
delivers exceptional noise isolation with a revolutionary pneumatic suspen- 
sion mount ... an ultra -wide, ultra -smooth frequency response ... an integral 
"pop" and wind filter ... and a cardioid pickup pattern that looks "text -book 
perfect." The Shure SM7 Studio Microphone was extensively field- tested in 
recording studios and broadcasting stations! Write: 
Shure Brothers Inc. 
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204 r 
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons, Ltd. 
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COMING 
NEXT 
MONTH 

A Whole New Year. This is the 
place to wish all readers the best of 
the new year. For us, 1974 is going 
to be a year of change as innovations 
in db get put into practice. We start 
off the year still delivering later than 
we want to, but before the year is be- 
yond its youth, we will be caught up 
and coming to you in the month of 
issue. We're also planning special is- 
sues of interest to audio professionals, 
and commissioning articles from the 
prime experts in the field. We're aim- 
ing, in short, to make 1974's db 
Magazine bigger and better. Just watch 
us go! 

ABOUT 
THE COVER 

This lovely setting, so nicely cap- 
tured by John Woram's camera hides 
a modern and busy studio complex. 
Read about Caribou Ranch beginning 
on page 26. 
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SYNERGETIC 
AUDIO CONCEPTS 

Audio Technology Seminars 

The Syn -Aud -Con intensive three - 
day seminars offer the audio pro- 
fessional the opportunity to work 
with Don Davis, the inventor of 
Acousta- Voicing. The very latest in 
audio and acoustical test equipment 
is used to illustrate the main points 
stressed in the 200 -page manual 
written in 1973 for these classes. 
Each aspect of sound system de- 
sign, installation and equalization 
is covered in detail using the latest 
in programmable mini -computers. 
Syn -Aud -Con 1974 Seminar Sched- 
ule: 

JAN 23-25 

FEB El 5-7 

FEB 20-22 

Los Angeles, California 

Oakland, California 

Seattle, Washington 

Syn -Aud -Con is a non -product, all 
technological organization serving 
the professional audio industry. Be- 
come a Charter Member. First year 
graduates will receive these special 
benefits: three free computer re- 
views of sound system design ef- 
forts, Syn -Aud -Con's regular tech- 
nical letters "Tech Topics" and a 

quarterly Newsletter. 

Please send me additional informa- 
tion about the Syn -Aud -Con Sound 
System Design Seminars 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

P.O. Box 1134 
Tustin, Ca. 92860 
Tel: (714) 838 -2288 

letters 

The Editor: 
In db, Volume 3, Number 11, p. 26, 

November 1969, there is an interest- 
ing article on the history of micro- 
phones entitled: JUST STEP UP To 
THE MICROPHONE written by Robert 
Hawkins. 

The following two paragraphs are 
taken from the article by Hawkins. 

In the early thirties, a move toward 
real quality was made with the intro- 
duction of the velocity or ribbon mi- 
crophone, so- called because the sound 
waves vibrate a narrow corrugated 
duraluminum ribbon suspended be- 
twene the poles of a strong magnet, 
setting up small electric currents 
which are then amplified. The ribbon 
mic is highly sensitive on both broad 
sides of its face but scarcely at all 
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Telex tape duplicating equipment...you start with 
what you need, but you're never likely to outgrow it. 

Every possible thought has been given in the Plug -in componentry makes the Telex system 
design of the Telex tape duplicating system to easily expandable in true "building- block" fashion. 
make it a modular, step -by -step expandable Your Telex dealer can show you exactly what 
system with the highest degree of flexibility we equipment you need and how economically he 
know of. can satisfy that need. 

You can have cassette -to- cassette, reel to Write Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 
cassette, reel -to -reel or even cassette to reel Aldrich Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
duplicating. All this with true professional 55420. 
studio quality and all the commonly required 
head configurations available. PRODUCTS OF SOUND RESEARCH 

Simple, push button operation assures con- 
sistent TELEX top quality reproduction even with non- 
technical operating personnel. C O M M U N I C A T I O N S . I N C 

CANADA: DOUBLE DL.IOND ELECTRONICS. n 

INTERNATIONAL: TELL( IMPORT EPT.9Ú0 e eRAe o.Mnmmolle, MID 5.4 
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on the edges, and has a frequency 
range from 30 to 15,000 Hz. Used 
almost always indoors due to its ex- 
treme sensitivity, it immediately was 
universally acclaimed for both dra- 
matic and orchestral use. 

In a short time, Western Electric 
introduced a cardioid directional mic- 
rophone which was really a combi- 
nation of two mics, the ribbon and 
the dynamic, with an adjustment so 
each type could be used independ- 
ently. It contained two ribbons: one 
free- moving and one baffled acousti- 
cally with a sound -absorbing material. 
This was the first instrument to com- 
bine not less than three pickup char- 
acteristics in a single unit. By switch- 
ing, its pattern could range from 
non -directional to unidirectional to 
cardioid. RCA followed with their 
variation of the cardioid 3 -way ad- 
justable, the 77 -B, which had the 
characteristics of a velocity mike with 
the advantages of directionalism. Each 
of these are fairly fiat up to 10,000 
Hz. 

The second paragraph is in error 
for the reasons which follow: The 
RCA 77A Unidirectional Microphone 

was the first commercial microphhone 
with a cardioid directional pattern. 
The microphone was commercialized 
in 1934, at least five years before the 
Western Electric Unidirectional Mi- 
crophone with a cardioid directional 
pattern was commercialized. 

I presented a paper on the RCA 
Unidirectional Microphone at the 
meeting of the Acoustical Society of 
America in Cleveland, Ohio on De- 
cember 1, 1932. The abstract of the 
paper is published in the Journal 
of the Acoustical Society of America, 
Volume 3, Number 3, p. 315, 1932. 
This abstract states that the direc- 
tional pattern is given by the cardi- 
oid, R = Re (1+ cos 8), where R is 
the normalized response, R0 is the re- 
sponse of the pressure and velocity 
sections and e is the angle the direc- 
tion of the impinging makes with axis 
of the microphone. 

Marshall and Harry presented a 
paper on the Western Electric unidi- 
rectional microphone at the Meeting 
of the Acoustical Society of America 
in New York, N.Y., on May 16, 
1939. The abstract of the paper is 
published in the Journal of the Acous- 
tical Society of America, Volume 11, 
Number 1, p. 164, 1939. 

Now that the AT 12S 
with genuine 

Shibata stylus is here... 
all other stereo cartridges 

over $ 50 are obsolete! 
Better performance from ex- 
isting stereo records, and 
ideal operation of any CD -4 
discrete playback system is 
yours when you select an 
audio -technica 
four channel car- 
tridge. 

Now four models, 
including the new 
AT12S at only $49.95 
suggested retail. All with 

genuine Shibata tips that per - 
mit response 

to 45,000 Hz and 
above, while minimiz- 
ing record wear and 

offering superb tracking. 
Write today for free 
literature and list of 

audio -technica 
dealers 
nearest 

you. 

audio technica® 
AUDIO -TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 123BD, 1655 W. Market Street, Fairlawn Ohio 44313 
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U. S. Patent No. 1,892,645 was is- 
sued on the RCA Unidirectional Mi- 
crophone to Harry F. Olson and J. 
Weinberger on Dec. 27, 1932. 

To summarize: The RCA Unidi- 
rectional Microphone with a cardioid 
directional pattern preceded the West- 
ern Electric Unidirectional Micro- 
phone in development, publication 
and commercialization by several 
years. RCA pioneered in the develop- 
ment and commercialization of the 
unidirectional microphone with a car - 
dioid directional pattern which has 
now become the universal directional 
microphone in use today. 

Harry F. Olson 
RCA Laboratories 
Princeton, N. J. 

The Editor: 

With regard to my article A SIMPLE 
HIGH QUALITY MIC PREAMP, printed 
in the July issue, here are a few cor- 
rections to minor errors and omis- 
sions, which may serve to clarify some 
of the questions raised in trying to 
build a similar unit. 

Table 1. Frequency response: ±1 dB, 
30- 20,000 Hz; ±2 dB, 20- 25,000 
Hz. Equivalent input noise; -123 
dBm, full bandwidth, unweighted 
(0.3 p,V). 
Input overload: -23 dBm at 
midband; lower at frequency ex- 
tremes. 

Figure 1. (C1, C2) 25 mFd 15 V 
tantalum capacitor (Sprague TE- 
1157.1) ; larger size, higher volt- 
age required if greater power 
supply voltage applied. 

(Tl) 200/800 n transformer and 
shield (UTC 0 -25 connected for 
150 n input and 600 output, 
and 0 -17 shield). (T2) 30 k /200 
n transformer (UTC 0 -10 con- 
nected for 30 kn input and 200 
n output). 

I hope this information is of as- 
sistance. I also wonder if anyone has 
achieved comparable preamp perform- 
ance (primarily in the 0.3 í,.V input 
noise specification) with integrated 
circuits. My recent experience with 
the RCA CA3048 and the Fairchild 
í,A739 indicated the possibility of com- 
ing close. 

Anthony A. Benson 
Magnetic Recorder and 

Reproducer Corp. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102 
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If you're seriously into music oryO 
sound reinforcement you want more p 
than 

But 
products give yo you. But full professional stu- 

dio gear costs an arm and a 
leg, and you pay for a lot of things you may not 
really need. 

That's why there's a TASCAM Model 10. It's an 

8 -in, 4 -out mixing console, and it's just $1890. 
With the Model 10 you get what you have to have. 

Without sacrificing a single necessary function. 
Each input module gives you mic and line atten- 

uation, three bands of peak and dip equalization (two 
with frequency selection), pre- and post -echo send and 
receive circuitry, pan function, and a unique straight - 
line fader. 

Each of the four submasters has a meter control 
switch (line /echo), independent monitor level control, 
echo receive level control, and a straight -line fader. 
You also get a master gain module and 4" VU meters 
with LED peak indicators. Plus pre -wired facilities for 

y foiup to four additional input modules 
and other optional accessories 

u nee c! 
including talkback, remote 
transport control, quad pn - 
ner, and headphone monitor. 

That's what you need and that's what you pay for. 

Some things, however, you may or may not need, and 

we leave that choice up to you. For instance, the basic 
Model 10 is high impedance in and out, but studio line 

impedances are available optionally. You'll probably 
want low impedance mic inputs, but you may not need 

all low impedance line inputs. So we don't make you 
pay for them. You can order any combination of high 

and low input /output impedances according to your 
application. 

Details and specs on the Model 10 are available 
for the asking. At the same time we'd tell you about our 
new Series 70 Recorder /reproduces. 

We've got what you need. 

TASCAM CORPORATION 
Ru.5440 McConnell Avenue 
Los Angeles, California 90066 
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"SETTING A 
PATTERN" 

How can OMNI or NON -DIRECTIONAL 
mikes solve problems? 

Ask the people who selected our 
NEUMANN KM 83 omni for Frank 
Sinatra's hand -held mike on his re- 
cent TV special. They found out very 
quickly that OMNI DIRECTIONAL 
pressure transducers (not to be con- 
fused with the omni directional posi- 
tions of multi pattern microphones) 
are completely free of proximity ef- 
fects such as popping, low -end boost, 
and high -end edginess. 

How about leakage, though? 
Leakage is the relationship between 
wanted and unwanted information. 
You can prevent leakage in one of two 
ways: a) use a directional mike which 
will suppress unwanted sound from 
the back by some 26 dB, and keep 
the singer at a respectful distance to 
prevent cardioid bass boost, popping, 
and sibilants or b) move him in close 
to an omni mike with no coloration 
problems, and increase wanted signal 
by 26 dB and more! 

When should I use a figure -8 pattern... 
If I only want to use it for sound 

from one direction? Is there anyone 
out there who still remembers the 
RCA 44 -BX ribbon and the decades 
of nothing but figure -8 patterns in 
the studio? The fact of the matter is, 
that you're likely to get less leakage 
from a figure -8 even with its "live 
back," than from a cardioid. One of 
the reasons is that a figure -8 is pure, 
meaning its pattern is almost identi- 
cal at all frequencies, and the two 
dead sides are down more than 33 dB 
from front or back. A cardioid, on the 
other hand, changes its pattern more 
severely over the frequency range 
and has a front -to -back rejection of 
only about 26 dB. So why not switch 
to figure -8 and get a surprise! 

We'll be happy to send you a color 
brochure describing all our NEU- 
MANN condenser mikes , if you'll 
drop us a line. 

Stephen F. Temmer 
President, Gotham Audio Corporation 

OTI -I_ 
AUDIO CORPORATION 

Headquarters: 741 Washington Street, 
New York, N Y 10014 (212) 741 -7411 

West Coast Sa /es Office: 1710 N. LaBrea Ave., 
Hollywood, CA 90046 (213) 874-4444 

John M. Woram 

THE SYNC TRACK 

"I am just getting started in record- 
ing and am equipped with a four 
track and a two track recorder, a 
mixer and some microphones. The 
equipment is all quite good 'semi -pro' 
quality; however, my recordings don't 
sound professional because I have no 
compressors. 

"I cannot use a compressor after 
the mixer because it would bring up 
the noise floor; therefore compression 
must take place before the mixer. To 
date, I have only found one compres- 
sor that will compress mic level sig- 
nals (M62V Level -Loc by Shure). If 
I had to get high quality mic preamps 
and line compressors for each micro- 
phone, it would cost me a fortune. 
Therefore, would you recommend the 
use of a compressor such as the 
Level -Loc, or do you see another 
solution ?" (excerpt from a letter re- 
cently received.) 

Before looking for solutions, let's 
back up a little bit. Compressors are 
wonderful devices, but they don't pro- 
fessionalize a program. If a so -so sig- 
nal is applied to the input, the output 
will be compressed, and that's about 
all you should expect. That profes- 
sional sound originates elsewhere, al- 
though the compressor may certainly 
help somewhat from time to time. But 
don't look at the compressor -or for 
that matter any other piece of gear - 
as anything more than a tool, to be 
used as needed, hopefully in a pro- 
fessional manner. It has no intrinsic 
professionalism of its own. This must 
be supplied by the operator. In fact, 
the effect of a compressor used pro- 
fessionally may be all but undetect- 
able. 

The point is -it's misleading to 
consider any specific piece of equip- 
ment as the key to success. I guess 
this is just a continuation of the 
music-vs.-technology debate. But it is 
important to understand -right at the 
beginning -the role of the equipment. 
A compressor, properly used, may 
assist you in creating a professional 
recording. However, it will not trans- 
form an indifferent recording into a 
good one just by being plugged in. 

Moving right along -it's important 
to understand what a compressor is 
actually doing. It might help to think 

of the compressor as a variable gain 
amplifier. When low level signals are 
applied, the compressor does not react 
and the output signal is the same as 
the input. However, once the input 
level exceeds a certain point, the gain 
of this "amplifier" goes down; there- 
fore a further increase of say 10 dB 
at the input may give only a 5 dB 
increase at the output. But, when the 
input signal is once again lowered, the 
gain of the compressor returns to nor- 
mal. As this happens, the low -volume 
signal components rise to their nor- 
mal (un- compressed) level. And of 
course, so does the residual noise, hiss, 
leakage, and what -not. In severe set- 
tings, this gain restoration becomes 
audibly objectionable, since it creates 
a "pumping" or "breathing" sound as 
the noise level goes up and down. 

If only one microphone, or track, 
is being compressed, a lot of the 
pumping may be masked by the pro- 
gram content from the other micro- 
phones, or tracks, which are not being 
compressed. In fact, several com- 
pressed signals may be combined, 
after individual compression, and each 
signal will help mask the pumping 
noises of the other signals and in turn 
be masked by them. However, when 
the total program is fed to a single 
compressor, its effects will be com- 
paratively easy to detect since there 
is nothing else going on to mask the 
pumping sound. Treating the total 
signal is usually referred to as "pro- 
gram limiting" and generally a more 
sophisticated compressor is required. 

(For a more thorough discussion 
of the differences between limiting and 
compressing, see the October and 
November 1970 SYNC TRACK. For 
now, the two words may be used in- 
terchangeably). 

Anyway, since one signal may re- 
quire more limiting than another, and 
some will need none at all, it is im- 
portant to be able to insert a limiter 
(or compressor) somewhere in the 
individual signal path before it is 
mixed with other signals. In a studio 
console, there is usually a patch point 
somewhere after the mic preamp to 
accomplish this. Generally, the patch 
point appears after the signal has 
been amplified to about line level, 
since this seems to be the operating 
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POWER AMPLIFIERS 

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS 

COMPRESSORS 

EQUALIZERS 

LIMITERS 

FILTERS 

' AUDIO 

CONTROL 

CONSOLES 

STUDIO 

SYSTEMS 

SPECTRA SONICS audio products are the culmination of research and the application of 
advanced concepts in electronic circuitry. Performance is measurably superior and is most 
apparent in the ultimáte test for all audio products: that of listening! 

SPECTRA SONICS audio products are consistent producers. Superior quality in audio 
processing is achieved through design, pre -assembly component testing, and strict discipline in 

the fabrication process: quality that is strikingly evident! 

SPECTRA SON ICS products provide reliable, dependable hours of trouble free operation and 

are "on the line" for the maximum productive time: reliability that is unequalled! 

For additional data on SPECTRA SONICS products and services, write to: 

770 Wall Avenue 

Ogden, Utah 84404 
(801) 382 -7531 

PENH ONICS 
L E A D E R IN A D V A N C E D 

6430 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1117 

Hollywood, California 90028 
(213) 461 -4321 

T E C H N O L O G Y es 
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A recording engineer 
re ies uoon his ears. 
What is hearc ac the 
console ceermines 
-he fl mlx. 

For successful quadraphonic 
mixdown, a properly controlled 
acoustical environment is even more 
important than for two -channel 
stereo. Psycho- acoustic effects must 
be considered in relation to estab- 
lished principles of acoustics when 
laying out a quadraphonic monitor- 
ing facility. 

A professional consultant expe- 
rienced in designing control rooms 
for quad monitoring can be of great 
help. He is impartial because he sells 
no equipment. His function is to 
assist in solving acoustical problems. 
Best of all, if called in the planning 
stage, he can solve potential prob- 
lems before they exist. 
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OGG BOSE 800... The 
P Professional Performer 

For Professional Performers 
Please send complete information on 
the BOSE 800 to: 

Name 
Address_ 
City State Zip 
Return to BOSE Corp. The Mountain, 
Framingham, Mass. 01701 Dept.BD 
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level favored by most professional 
limiters. 

However, in the absence of any 
patching facilities, the engineer must 
either choose the mixer output or the 
mic lines as his insertion point. Gen- 
erally, mic lines are best left un- 
touched, since at these low operating 
levels, some limiters won't function 
at all, or the output from the limiter 
will be too loud, too noisy, or both. 
However, the Shure Level Loc was 
designed for mie level operation, so 
it should function properly -which 
brings us at last to the reader's inquiry. 
If the Level Loc gives good results, 
look no further. There are certainly 
more sophisticated devices around, 
with price tags to match, and many 
of them won't function as well as the 
Level Loc, given the necessary limi- 
tations of the reader's set -up. 

However, if more flexibility is def- 
initely required, perhaps it would be 
possible to modify the mixer so that 
a compressor could be inserted some- 
where after the first stage of ampli- 
fication. Of course, this requires a 
little knowledge of circuitry, and a 
mixer that may be re- worked without 
falling apart. 

It might be more practical to buy 
an inexpensive second mixer, such as 
the Shure M67, and feed the micro- 
phones to be compressed into it. Then, 
the high level output could feed a 
professional quality compressor, with 
the output of the compressor feeding 
a line level input on the original mix- 
er. There it could be mixed with those 
other mies that did not require com- 
pression. 

Of course, there comes a point at 
which such "outboard rigging" can 
get to be more trouble than it's worth. 
The flexibility gained with each addi- 
tional signal path available does not 
long remain proportional to the num- 
ber of external devices plugged in. 
Any set -up that gets significantly more 
complex than the one just described 
should be examined very carefully be- 
fore the fact. It might actually be 
more economical to invest in the gear 
that will give you the flexibility you 
really need, rather than trying to cre- 
ate it out of a collection of less ex- 
pensive components. 

A final point to consider is that 
when program limiting is the center 
image, shifting that may be apparent 
when one side of a stereo program 
requires compression. Consider what 
happens when say, the right track of 
a stereo program is compressed. Every 
time the compressor reduces the gain 
of the right track, center located im- 
ages will apparently shift momentarily 
towards the left, since the amount of 
center information located on the left 

track remains unaffected by the corn- 
pressor. Therefore, a stereo adapter 
is required, along with an additional 
compressor for the left track. Simply 
stated, the adapter is an interconnec- 
tion between the two compressors. 
With the connection in place, any 
limiting action in one unit will cause 
the same amount of gain reduction in 
the other. Therefore, the total pro- 
gram will be compressed, rather than 
just one side, and soloists will remain 
centered. 

On another matter, the writer in- 
quired, "What is the proper procedure 
for miking an upright piano ?" He 
noted that he was using an AKG D- 
224 microphone, but that the piano 
sounded very distant. 

Fortunately, there is no proper way 
to place microphones. If there were, 
someone would have published a book 
of mie placements long ago and all 
recordings would sound pretty much 
the same. I should digress here for a 
minute to point out that Lou Bur - 
rough's new book, Microphones: De- 
sign and Application, has little to say 
about where specifically to place a 
microphdrie to record a particular 
sound. He does tell you what to guard 
against in setting up for a recording, 
but the actual placement depends 
upon your taste, knowledge, and the 
personality of the microphone in use, 
along with a consideration of what 
else is going on in the room at the 
same time. 

Getting back to the question, about 
all that can be passed along here are 
some very general statements. The 
D -224 is one of the finest cardioid 
dynamic microphones around. The re- 
sponse is quite flat, and off -axis re- 
sponse is excellent. If the piano 
sounds distant, the first thing that 
comes to mind is to move in closer. 
Perhaps the room is on the live side, 
and a lot of off -axis reverberant 
sound is being picked up. Of course, 
if the microphone is too close, it may 
not be able to pick up the total piane 
sound. In this case, perhaps an omni- 
directional mic might do better. 

Then, where is the microphone? In 
front of the piano? above it? in the 
rear? etc. Try a different location. 
Piano mies have been seen in very 
unlikely places, and it may be worth 
while to do a little experimenting here. 

I presume this is sufficiently vague 
so that it will seem that I have an- 
swered the question without actually 
having done so. 

Seriously though, there are no stock 
answers to microphone placement 
questions, other than to respect Lou 
Burrough's advice to continually ex- 
periment while keeping the basics of 
mie technique in mind. 
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"Meet our new Recorder/Reproducer. 
You'll call it fantastic. 
We call it the 280 -B" 

What's so great about it? First off, it's really 
up to the state -of- the -art. In electronics, 
control logic and architecture. Everything's 
changed but the transport. (Why mess with 
that? It's field proven.) 
Here's what you get: 

S/N ratios at a consistent 72 dB at 
mastering speeds on full track, .25 inch tapes. 
Improved headroom and increased record 
level for maximum signal utilizing high output 
tapes. 

Band widths are just about flat at ±2dB, 30 
Hz to 18 KHz. Tape handling is incredible. Our 
new motion sensing system (OPTAC -) gets rid 
of deck top sensor mechanisms. Internal logic 
lets you select a new mode and activate it 

without having to hit the STOP button. And 
enter and leave RECORD while the 
transport's in PLAY Circle 32 on Reader 

Maintenance is a snap, too. We got rid of all 
the spaghetti and replaced it with plug in IC's. 
And TTL logic for high reliability and low 
power consumption. Test and adjustments are 
made without bending all over the place. 
Individual channel modules come out easily. 
And all electronics are in slide out dràwers. 

Oh yes. Selectable synchronization with 
extended response. Standard on 2 and 4 
channel machines. 

You can get all the specs (or a machine) by 
writing or phoning (415) 968 -8389 TLX 345524 
475 Ellis Street, Mountain View, California 
94040 

® Scully /Metrotech 
Recording Divisions of Dictaphone 

Service Card 
ovi:,c.,.....,....,.,. 

Co 

rayon. Rye. New York. 
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Norman H. Crowhurst 

THEORY AND PRACTICE 

Many years ago, I heard a cute 
pair of definitions that distinguish an 
engineer from a salesman. An engineer 
is a man who learns more and more 
about less and less until he finishes up 
knowing everything about nothing. A 
salesman is a man who learns less and 
less about more and more until he 
finishes up knowing nothing about 
everything. 

That comparison makes a good 
point about two noticeably different 
trends in people: the engineer special- 
izes, the salesman diversifies, to put 
each occupational tendency in one 
word. Another way of stating substan- 
tially the same distinction between the 
two types, wheher or not they should 
be rigidly identified with these specific 
occupations, is that some people are 
interested in things, while others ace 
interested in people. 

Such definitions imply a sort of ab- 

solute distinction. If we accept them 
that way, then nobody is either a per- 
fect engineer or a perfect salesman, 
using those designations pro tern. 
Every man is a bit of each, although 
his actual occupation may be neither 
of those designated! 

In this connection, the thing that 
has interested me has been that the 
kind of people who read this maga- 
zine, and who respond to this column, 
seem to bridge these extremes, about 
50/50. They are, by their having se- 
lected the vocation, engineering, but 
mostly in communications, balanced 
type of individuals. 

Pursuing this viewpoint, it would be 
correct to say that either extreme 
makes a somewhat unbalanced person- 
ality. People who balance the two 
divergent properties have, to some ex- 
tent at least, "got themselves together." 

sound mixing consoles for 
recording studios and broadcast 

Modular construction - custom -built to your requirements 

CHAUSSEE DE RUISBROEK 66 - TEL.: 02/76.20.30 
B -1190 BRUSSELS (BELGIUM) - TELEX :21.601 SAIT BB 
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They have integrity; they are able to 
get to the truth of a matter. 

Such a line of thought starts me, 
inevitably, thinking about individuals 
I have known and about activities in 
which I have engaged. And I get to 
thinking about honesty and integrity. 
And from that, to thinking about how 
people get the way they are. 

This column has commented before 
about the double standard I have ob- 
served among educators. As Ameri- 
cans, we deprecate a double standard 
of any kind as duplicity, lack of hon- 
esty. But are we right in doing so? 

As many of you know, in docu- 
ments I have made available I have 
analyzed this matter rather carefully. 
A person with the most honest of in- 
tentions gets himself entangled in this 
double standard without even knowing 
it. An instance that struck me as most 
dramatic, would never "wash" at all, 
in engineering circles. 

I refer to education's standards for 
reporting the results of a program or 
project. Such results may not be corn - 
pared with the outcome of other pro- 
grams or methods, but only with their 
own outcome; if only a few students 
do learn some little thing while par- 
ticipating in the project, the outcome 
is reported as showing "significant im- 
provement"; the only outcome that 
would be reported as showing no im- 
provement would be if every student 
actually knew less after than before - 
an admittedly unlikely outcome of any 
activity. Yet, when reading someone 
else's report, an educator takes "sig- 
nificant improvement" to mean much 
the same as it implies to you and me. 

That sort of double standard, writ- 
ten ambiguously, seems dishonest. It 
results in mediocrity being consistently 
reported as excellent! But I have seen 
enough to be sure that this is seldom, 
if ever, done intentionally. In fact, 
people who have their thinking thus 
bifurcated seem completely unaware 
that it has happened. Those who have 
sent me the cost of xeroxing copies of 
my own documentation will have read 
many more instances taken from 
throughout the educational system of 
how this kind of thing has developed. 

I mention this only as background 
for a recent happening that was, for 
me, a quite thrilling experience. In all 
this activity, I count myself as an out- 
sider to education, mainly, I suppose, 
because most educators make it very 
evident that they count me an out- 
sider. An engineer could never become 
a dyed -in- the -wool educator! The hap- 
pening to which I refer came in the 
form of the most complete confirma- 
tion I could ever hope to find, from 
someone who really is, if he will par- 
don my saying so, a "dyed- in -the- 
wool" educator -an insider! 
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LOOK INTO THE 2488.. 
it's well worth it! 

Creative producers, mixers, and musicians agree that 

Automated Processes' consoles "have what it takes." 

Now the Model 2488 console is available, incorporating 

the quality, flexibility, versatility and sophisticated advan- 

tages of Automated's leading console technology. 

Without compromising our rigorous standards, creative 

engineering has made possible its production at an attrac- 

tively low price. 
Features of the Model 2488 

include: up to 24 inputs, each 
with 440 Fader, 550A Equalizer, 
direct output, LED peak indica- 
tor, panner, high pass filters, 
mic trim, phase reverse, and 
send to 2 cue lines and 4 echos; 
8 mixing busses switchable to 16 

tracks; simo stereo and mono; 
solo on inputs, echo, monitor, 

and cue; monitoring and metering for mono, stereo, 
quad, and up to 24 tracks with overdubbing facility; 4 

cue busses; limiters; oscillator; modular power sup- 
plies; total plug -in installation; and much more. The 

Automated modular design permits other features and 
options to be added at any future time, including Mix - 
down Memory! 

Choosing a console is a decision you must live with ... 

"underbuying" can be a mistake. 
Purchase the console that is 

appropriate to your needs with 
adequate provision for future 
expansion ... Automated Proces- 

ses' quality, reliability and 
state -of- the -art engineering is a 

combination to satisfy your most 
demanding session. 

They're built to a standard, 
not to a price! 

AUTOMATED PROCESSES INC. 
SO MARCUS DRIVE, MELVILLE, NEW YORK 11746.516- 654 -9212 
West of Rockies: U.K.: Europe: Japan: 

WESTLAKE AUDIO 3M U.K. 3M FRANCE NISSHO IWAI 

Los Angeles, Calif. London, Eng. Paris, France Tokyo, Japan 
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Carl Salser's father brought him up 
on university campuses (campi ?). 
When his father retired, some years 
ago, he was disgusted at the direction 
education was then taking. Both of 
them have a deep belief in "the Amer- 
ican dream," so much of which be- 
came reality since 1776. They realize 
too that today's education seems hell- 
bent to destroy that dream. What pre- 
sents the major problem is identifying 
how the change came about. 

Carl just sent me an autographed 
copy of his new book, A Tyrant in 
Cap and Gown. After having read it, 
scarcely able to set it aside to eat, I 
would prescribe it as must reading for 
anyone with even the least interest in 
education, or in the future of our 
nation, to which the right kind of 
education is such a vital necessity. 

The author has lived on the inside, 
seen some of the changes develop, as 
a first hand experience. He has also 
done his homework, beautifully, on 
what transpired before he came on the 
scene. The chapters are concise, di- 
vided into shorter bite -sized subhead- 
ings that are packed both with solid 
information and with crisply stated 
and accurate analyses of the points 
covered. Whether you read it, as I 
did, by picking out pieces whose cap- 
tions excite your curiosity, or whether 
you start at the beginning and take it 
in sequence, it makes delightful read- 
ing, from cover to cover. 

So, if you want your money's worth, 
in something that will steer you well 

about what all of us can do to help 
resolve our country's growing prob- 
lems, I suggest you order this book. 
The publisher is Halcyon House, 2540 
N.E. Union Avenue, Portland, Ore- 
gon 97212, price $7.95. The book is 
worth every penny. 

As most of you know, I came at 
this whole thing quite differently from 
Carl Salser. Back in the '50s, I found 
that young engineers had been poorly 
prepared for their careers by the col- 
lege courses they had taken. So I 
sought reasons, with a view to helping 
to provide a solution. That was when 
I found myself, unexpectedly, being 
treated as an outsider. 

Back in my native England, working 
simultaneously as a chief engineer in 
work that involved me in industry- 
wide conferences and as a college in- 
structor, I had always regarded in- 
dustry as being the "customer" for the 
colleges' "products " -students, gradu- 
ated, ready to start work. 

So the utter disregard for such an 
objective that I encountered in this 
country, came as a little of a shock. 
Not that these educators brushed me 
aside, exactly. No, the lack of con- 
cern showed itself in the ingenuity of 
their buck passing, by which nobody 
would accept the responsibility for the 
state of affairs, or be prepared to do 
something about it. 

The college professors acknowledged 
that their graduates might be ill -pre 
pared for the world of work. But it 
was not their fault. They were doing 
the best they could with the "mate- 
rial"- meaning high school graduates 
-that came to them. I should look at 
the high schools. I finished up look- 
ing at first grade, about the time my 
own children were entering the sys- 
tem, and thus started looking all the 
way up again! 

The educators' viewpoint has been 
very insidiously propagated. Let me 
cite you an instance. Recently I con- 
ducted a number of separate experi- 

-:><--f--4 .+4414 
Presenting The 

VARI -BAND SWEEP EQUALIZER! 
Equalization any way the ear can hear it. 

Continuously variable bandcenter, bandwidth 
(slope) and amplitude at a price comparable to 

non -sweeping equalizers. 

P. O. Box 3187, Hollywood, CA 90028 
1965 Cheremoya Ave., Hollywood, CA 90068 

(213) 467-7890 
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ments with my different' approach to 
teaching math, which I am putting 
together in a package I will call Prob- 
lem Solving Arts, simply because it 
is totally different from anything that 
educators call either old or new math. 

Because of the educators' almost 
universal propaganda, I sort of ex- 
pected that the "bright" students would 
be almost instantly challenged by my 
new approach, while the "slow" stu- 
dents would take a little longer to cot- 
ton on, if they did at all. 

To my surprise, the reaction was 
almost exactly vice versa! The "slow 
students" were with me in no more 
than ten or fifteen minutes. In this in- 
stance, I am talking, believe it or not, 
about a whole class of students that 
their teacher had described to me as 
being totally turned off to mathematics, 
and who were real discipline prob- 
lems. These students almost instantly 
reacted in a way that beamed from 
their faces: here is someone who can 
really help us make sense of all this 
stuff; it could even be fun! 

On the other hand, the bright stu- 
dents were puzzled by the same kind 
of material that the slow students took 
to instantly. How come! I should have 
known why, and expected it. My point 
is that I didn't, because I too had 
been indoctrinated by the system, 
without realizing it. 

What the bright students are bright 
at is divining what the teacher wants 
them to do, and doing it. They under- 
stand very little of cause and effect. 
When you talk to them about it, they 
react as if nobody understands the 
stuff -one isn't supposed to, is one? 
All one does is just to make the ap- 
propriate response, and be appropri- 
ately credited therefor! 

These bright students' brains had in 
fact been turned off for several grades 
by now. They had merely acquired a 
way of "fooling the system." Now, 
when these students find themselves in 
"problem solving arts," one thing re- 
quired, before they can respond to 
anything, is that they think, a process 
that has become almost a lost art. 

So it was, the "slow" students found 
almost instantly that being allowed to 
think for themselves can be unex- 
pected fun, while the "bright" stu- 
dents actually took soemwhat longer 
to make the same discovery! 

Things like this I have observed, 
and documented at various levels. 
Also my remedies have met with con- 
siderable evidence of success. Now 
Carl Salser's book comes in at the 
whole situation from a completely dif- 
ferent angle, and puts together a lot 
of the pieces I had inevitably missed, 
because of our different vantage 
points. And the way he does it makes 
truly refreshing reading! 
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you write it 
Many readers do not realize that they 
can also be writers for db. We are al- 
ways seeking good, meaningful articles 
of any length. The subject matter can 

cover almost anything of interest and 
value to audio professionals. 

Are you doing something original 
or unusual in your work? Your fellow 
audio pros might want to know about 
it. (It's easy to tell your story in db.) 

You don't have to be an experi- 
enced writer to be published. But you 
do need the ability to express your 
idea fully, with adequate detail and 

information. Our editors will polish 
the story for you. We suggest you first 
submit an outline so that we can work 
with you in the development of the 

article. 
You also don't have to be an artist, 

we'll re -do all drawings. This means 

we do need sufficient detail in your 
rough drawing or schematic so that 
our artists will understand what you 
want. 

It can be prestigious to be published 
and it can be profitable too. All arti- 
cles accepted for publication are pur- 
chased. You won't retire on our scale, 

but it can make a nice extra sum for 
that special occasion. 

Copies of db 
on Microfilm 

Copies of all issues of db -The 
Sound Engineering Magazine start- 
ing with the November 1967 issue 
are now available on 35 mm. micro- 
film. For further information or to 
place your order please write di- 
rectly to: 

University Microfilm, Inc. 
300 North Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
A subsidiary of Xerox 

Corporation 

In addition to Microfilm Copies 
available through University Micro- 
film, we have a limited number of 
regular back issues available. You 
may order these copies at $1.00 
each from: 

Circulation Department 
db-The Sound Engineering 

Magazine 
980 Old Country Road 
Plainview, New York 11803 

Buy the best at any cost- 

even if it costs you less! 
Broadcast and audio engineers around the nation have chosen 
Ramko products on performance specs alone. Then were pleas- 

antly surprised at our low, low prices. 

Compare Ramko performance yourself. Free 10 -day evaluation 
period and 2 -year warranty guarantee you get the best. 

TURNTABLE PREAMPS 
MP -8 $72 (Mono) SP -8 $114 (Stereo) 

Outstanding sensiti,ity and incomparable 
reproduction. RIAA/ NAB equalized ± 1db. 

0.5mv sensitivity at lkHz for +ddbm out. 
Balanced 600 ohm out. -65db S/N 
ratio. +20dbm out max. o.l% or len 
distortion. Internal power supply. 

Tabletop or bracket mount. 
Shipping weight 345 lbs. 

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS DA -6 $109 
(Rack Mount Available) 

Individual output amps provide maximum isolation. 
't0.5db response. 10Hz to 20kHZ. 26db gain. 

Balanced tridg Ong or matching input. Six 
balanced 600 ohm outputs. +20dbm out max. 
Output level control. 0.' % or less distortion. 
Internal power supply. Tabletop or bracket 

tint. Shipping weight 4 lbs. Other 
mode s feature output metering 

and up to 31 outputs. 

AUTOMATIC CART & CASSETTE LOADERS 
ACL -25 $159 

(Tone & Sense Options Available) 
can At last 

afford!aEliminates 
precision 

dials set ttape 
length to the second. The exact amount Of tape i s 

fed onto the cart or cassette, then it is shut off 
automatically. Exclusive torsion control for 

hub sizes. ITL dig tat control circuitry.s 
Shipping weight 30 lbs. 

STUDIO MONITOR AMPLIFIERS 
SMA -50 $105 

(Rack Mount, Mono & Stereo Options) 
Exceptional reproduction! Internal muting. 

- 1db response, 20Hx tc 40kHZ. 25w music power. 
50w instantaneous peak power, 15w rms. Hum and 

noise, -65db oeiow rater output. Distortion less 
than 1 % at 15w rms; lyrically below 0.25% at 

less than full power. Load Impedance, 
4. e, 16 ohms: input balanced bridging, 

100kohms. Variable ban contour. 
Internal overload reelection. Internal 

Power 
mount. Slippier 

bracket 
weight 8 lbs. 

MIC /LINE AMPLIFIERS 
MLA -1 $84 (Mono) 

MLA -2 $112 (Stereo or Dual Mono) 

Dual function utility amps. Inputs for mic and /or 
line. 0.5db response. 10Hz to 20kHZ. Mic 

input - 65db for .. ddbm out. Balanced 
in puts 

alanced 600 ohm out. .F20dbm 
max. 0.1% or less distortion. 

Internal power supply. 
Tabletop or 

b 

bracket 
mount Shipping 

. Clnhl .i Ihs_ 

COLLIN' ETE RS 
(Precision ad tandard, C II $15 M OD Multi-Cart, C 

Alignment) í) 
V 

A 
up tape head and guiá 

nod t on all 
speed 

machines. Now user by 
more 

than 
o 

engicopt al and e''ectro. sensing 
elements al ows you 10 

p 
Zenith. and Azimuth , th 

on all cartridge 
machines. 

ORDER TODAY FOR 10 -DAY TRIAL PERIOD. 

Compare Ramko performance yourself. 

Ramko Research Professional Audio Products 

3516 -B LaGrande Blvd., P.O. Box 6031 

Sacramento, California 95860 (916) 392 -2100 
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Martin Dickstein 

SOUND WITH IMAGES 

Video Expo IV and SMPTE 

It is sometimes unfair to every- 
one, including the reporter, to have 
to cover two conventions, each worthy 
of separate coverage, in one story. 
However, this will at least give you 
some idea of what was shown and 
said at the Video Expo IV and 
SMPTE conferences. 

Video Expo IV, which took place 
at the Commodore Hotel in New 
York City from September 18 -20, was 
the fourth annual international expo- 
sition devoted entirely to private, 
closed circuit and cassette delivery 
systems and programming, and was 
sponsored by Knowledge Industry 

Publications, Inc., publishers of Video 
Publisher, Educational Marketer, 
Knowledge Industry Report, and Ad- 
vanced Technology /Libraries. Simul- 
taneously with the exhibition of hard - 
and soft -ware, there were two video 
workshops, a session of Programming 
Your Video Cassette, and the confer- 
ence, Video Publishing Year IV. 
Over 50 companies took part in the 
exhibit, and close to 3500 people 
from industrial, institutional, and ed- 
ucational organizations associated 
with, or interested in video partic- 
ipated. 

In the exhibit area, several firsts 

presents the new RP1O -12 

PROFESSIONAL EQUALIZER for RECORDING and PLAYBACK 
PERFECT tailoring of octave -wide bands...Infinitely variable adjustment flexibility 

...Special Effects programming ... Instant re- setting 
rr.:.rBta, via Computone- Charts (5.-fweletogeaeom k,.,n., 

$349.50 e.,m 1 a...aE meant 

Recording Studios Audiophiles Night Clubs Performers Theatres 
Churches Gyms Auditoriums Hi -Speed Duplicating Musical Groups 
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were on display. Shown in its East 
Coast preview, RCA presented its 
SelectaVision MagTape video record- 
er, one of the latest entrants into this 
field. One more first was the showing 
by Windsor Total Video of its Spec- 
tra- Vision back spacer, an editor for 
video tape with automatic cueing to 
cut edit time in half. A new entrant 
in industrial video is Sharp Elec- 
tronics, known to educational and 
audio /visual people for the a/v equip- 
ment they manufacture. At this show, 
Sharp displayed a complete video sys- 
tem, including a color camera with a 
1 inch vidicon and 3 inch crt view- 
finder, a t inch cartridge video tape 
recorder conforming to the EIAJ 
standards, and a line of monitors and 
receivers ranging from 9 inches to 
19 inches. 

Consolidated Video Systems 
showed, for the first time, its new 
time base corrector model CVS 502. 
Basically, helical -scan video has never 
been up to broadcast time base re- 
quirements. Analog time base correc- 
tion cannot completely solve this 
problem. This helical digital video sig- 
nal corrector allows for more storage 
and processing capacity than the ana- 
log unit. The new unit features het- 

Copies of db 
on Microfilm 

Copies of all issues of db -The 
Sound Engineering Magazine start- 
ing with the November 1967 issue 
are now available on 35 mm. micro- 
film. For further information or to 
place your order please write di- 
rectly to: 

University Microfilm, Inc. 
300 North Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
A subsidiary of Xerox 

Corporation 

In addition to Microfilm Copies 
available through University Micro- 
film, we have a limited number of 
regular back issues available. You 
may order these copies at $1.00 
each from: 

Circulation Department 
db -The Sound Engineering 

Magazine 
980 Old Country Road 
Plainview, New York 11803 
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Figure 1. The BJA Chromaton 10 will 
produce animated designs and patterns 
in motion and color on the t.v. screen. 
It is used in the production of t.v. titles, 
backgrounds or sets for performers, 
special visual effects and graphics, and 
as a direct entertainment tool. 

erodyne color and operates on non - 
capstan servoed vtrs. 

Other equipment on display in- 
cluded a Magnavox hand -held color 
camera which can operate in the rel- 
atively dim light of thirty footcandles 
of illumination, the first EVR show- 
ing by a combined exhibit of EVR 
Systems, and Hitachi with some 
of the first color film cassettes made 
in Japan, and the Hitachi magnetic 
disc memory system. This latter de- 
vice uses a disc to record up to fifteen 
still images from any video source in 
selectable time intervals and then re- 
play them in any playback time 
chosen. 

Image Magnification, Inc. demon- 
strated its single -head monochrome 
and three -head color large screen pro- 
jectors. Both units are specified as 
capable of images on the screen of 
up to 20 foot width. The black -and 
white unit has built -in keystone cor- 
rection up to 25 degrees while the 
color units can be corrected up to 20 
degrees. This allows the heads to be 
located off optical center of the 
screen with no keystone distortion. 

Another interesting device demon- 
strated at Video Expo IV was the 
Chromaton by BJA Systems. With 
switches and controls on the front 
panel, the operator can generate pat- 
terns at random or designs according 
to a predetermined plan, or he can 
set up for incoming signals such as 
music or video to show up in pat- 
terns on a video screen. With a video 
signal input, for instance, it is possible 
to colorize the images being intro- 
duced and also to create effects along 
with, or as background to, the video 
information. 

It would be impossible to list all 
the exhibitors at the Video Expo 
show, but among them were Arvin 
Systems, Audio Magnetics, Kodak, 
Harvey Radio and Audio, IVC, Mar- 

tin Audio, Panasonic, Retention Com- 
munication Systems, Sony, Videoplay 
Merchandising, Video Player Maga- 
zine, and many more hard- and soft- 
ware companies. Once again, it is nec- 
essary that you realize that selection of 
exhibits or equipment and excerpts 
of talks are made without reference 
to their merit, or as comparison with 
relation to other similar equipment or 
ideas. 

At the "hands on" workshop spon- 
sored by Media & Methods Magazine, 
the subject covered was Production 
Problems in Single Camera Systems. 
Eight "tracks," or sessions, covered 

different phases of the subject of cam- 
eras, vtrs, and production. Basic Op- 
erating Techniques of a Single Cam- 
era Portapak System, Basic Half -inch 
Electronic Editing, Planning for 
Structured Productions, Vtr Feed- 
back, Incorporating Other Media Into 
Your Videotapes, Troubleshooting 
Your Single Camera Vtr System, a vtr 
symposium, and a discussion of how 
to select a single- camera vtr system 
and expand it were the topics covered 
at the sessions. 

At the workshops sponsored by the 
International Industrial Television As- 
sociation, the subjects discussed were 

RH90 HF Horn 
$90.00 List 
2002 Driver 
$75.00 List 

The Horn /The Driver 
We proudly announce the availability from stock of the RH90 -a 
true 90° fiberglas radial high frequency horn for 1 -3/8 "x 18 

thread drivers and 1" bolt mount. A 345Hz flare rate makes the 
RH90 suitable for operation as low as 600Hz - rugged fiberglas 
construction insures trouble -free operation for many seasons - 
indoors or out. Suitably matched to the RH90 is the 2002 high 
frequency driver. With smooth, efficient response to 16KHz and 
30W RMS power handling, the 2002 compares favorably with 
drivers costing considerably more. For additional information on 
these and other designs, please write or call. 

The Results. 
i 

; 

.. i 2002 full spectrum responie 

Instrumer ration details upon request. -rI 
2002 - 12dB /oct crossover at 800Hz, 6dB boost above 4KHz 

S 0 

CommuniLy Light & Sound 
P.O. Box 21759, Philadelphia PA 19146 

Circle 14 on Reader Service Card 
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TIMEKEEPER 

TAPE 11MERS 

The Standard Model 
is calibrated for 7.5 and 
3.75 ips and can also be 

used at 15 ips. 
Dimensions are 

1'ßs " x 31 
It is priced at only $59.95 

The Professional High 
Speed Model is 

calibrated for 7.5 and 
15 ips. lt measures 
21/2 x 31 and is 
priced at $119.95 

The well -known TIMEKEEPER TAPE TIMERS are now 
available for immediate delivery. 

TIMEKEEPER TAPE TIMERS are easily mounted on any 
1/4-inch recorder. They are fully guaranteed to meet 
with your complete satisfaction or your money will be 
promptly refunded. At these low prices you can no longer 
afford to be without a tape timer. 

Difference from the Stop -Watch 
Since the stop -watch measures time independently of 
the travel of the tape, its measurement inevitably varies 
with the elongation or contraction of the tape and with 
the rotating speed of the tape recorder, subject to 
change by voltage and other factors. The stop -watch 
can be stopped during the travel of the tape, but it can- 
not rewind together with the tape back to the desired 
position. With the Tape Timer moving in unity with the 
tape recorder, fast forwarding of the tape involves the 
quick advance of the pointer, while rewinding of the tape 
moves the pointer backward by the corresponding time. 

Correct time keeping of the Tape Timer is never de- 
ranged by continuous repetition of such actions during 
the travel of the tape, as stop, rewinding and fast for- 
warding. Unlike the stop -watch, the Tape Timer is not 
affected by various factors of the tape recorder, and so 
the editing, reproduction and revision of your recorded 
tape can be done at will. 

Features 
The recorded portion of the magnetic tape can be 

read at a glance by a scale division of +/a second as 
accurately as a clock. 

The performance of the Tape Timer synchronized with 
the tape prevents such errors as caused by the elonga- 
tion or contraction of the tape, and by the variation of 
speed in the rotation of the machine. Fast forwarding of 
the tape involves the proportional increase of the advance 
on the Tape Timer. When you rewind the tape, the pointer 
will be automatically moved back by the space of time 
exactly corresponding to the rewound length. You are 
free to stop, rewind, fast forward, or forward the tape 
even continuously and repeatedly without deranging the 
timing on the machine, thus prohibiting errors. These 
excellent characteristics will enable you to simplify the 
most complex procedure of editing, revising and other- 
wise processing your tape recording. 

Every fast rotating part is provided with a precise 
ball bearing, so that the Tape Timer can be employed 
at high speed with no need of lubrication. 

This trouble -free, high precision Tape Timer, within 
an error of 2/1000, can be simply fitted to any recording 
or editing machine. 

TIMEKEEPER 
P.O. BOX 35 

GREAT NECK, N.Y. 11021 

Please send 

Please send 

Professional Tape Timers at $119.95 each. 

Standard Tape Timers at $59.95 each. 

Total for Tape Timers S 

N.Y. State Residents add 7% Sales Tax $ 

Add $1.00 shipping per order $ 

Enclosed is check for S 

Name 

Address 

City 

State, Zip 

aimed at video users and covered 
video systems management and pro- 
duction. Two matters under consider- 
ation were Connecting Up the Organ- 
ization and Production Problems in 
Multi- Camera Systems. Members of 
the ITVA include managers of cor- 
porate, government, and institutional 
television facilities and services. Sub- 
jects aimed at them were Managing 
Private Video, Upgrading the In- 
House System, How to Succeed in 
Video, Production Elements, and Re- 
mote Shows and Software Distribu- 
tion. 

The keynote talk for this work- 
shop was given by Mr. Hubert Wilke, 
president of Hubert Wilke, Inc., com- 
munications facilities consultants. In 
his remarks, entitled Management and 
the Tube, Mr. Wilke raised specific 
questions on the subject of the use 
and application of video in manage- 
ment communications and then pre- 
sented his solutions. One of his ques- 
tions, for example was "Is now a 
good time to get into video with all 
of the non -standard problems? As- 
suming we did, what happens to other 
audio /visual inventory: films, film- 
strips, audiocassettes ?" 

Mr. Wilke then answered the ques- 
tion: "There are two questions here, 
so let's take the first one -timing. 
One can't blame management for un- 
derstandable nervousness in the face 
of conflicting tape and film technol- 
ogies, and incompatibilities within 
each technology. 

"Well, I don't want to oversimplify 
an admittedly complex problem, but 
I'd like to make one or two points. 
First, most of us are institutional 
users, and for the great majority of 
institutional applications in the low 
to medium volume range, videotape 
or videofilm is still a good solution. 
Beyond that, videodiscs could present 
attractions, and should be examined 
as and when they are available. Sec- 
ondly, most institutional use is within 
a network setting -all programs with- 
in that network need to conform to 
its standard. And thirdly, it would ap- 
pear that the 3A -U format has already 
achieved a predominance in this 
country that practically establishes a 
de facto standard. When these reas- 
surances are put into the balance 
along with the new uses and possibil- 
ities that video opens up, the answer 
is `Yes'; I would say that now is a 
good time to get into video. 

"As to the existing audiovisual in- 
ventory-to the best of my knowl- 
edge, very few organizations going 
into video have done so at the total 
expense of their remaining a/v opera- 
tions. Filmstrips and audiocassettes 
are having their best years ever. I 
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Figure 2. The three heads of the Image 
Magnification large- screen projector. 
The entire unit can be operated remotely 
from up to 100 feet away. A detail 
enhancer is built in. 

know of several instances in which 
video programming, for reasons of 
portability, is being distributed on 
Super -8 film, as well as in videocas- 
settes. The fundamental fact is that 
there is no universal a/v medium. 
Flmstrips, slides, overhead transpar- 
encies, film -each conveys certain 
messages in certain settings superbly 
well and should be retained for those 
purposes. Video, on the other hand, 
opens up application of great im- 
portance, previously untouched, or 
marginally handled." 

Finally, the Video Publishing Year 
IV Conference on The Development 
of Various Markets for Video Pro- 
gramming presented speakers who 
discussed the latest uses and design 
of video software. Reports were given 
on video systems and developments 
in Canada, Europe, North America, 
and Japan. 

SMPTE 
The Society of Motion Picture and 

Television Engineers, an organization 
that helps to set up and disseminate 
information on the latest develop- 
ments and standards in the film and 
video fields, ran its 114th Technical 
Conference and Equipment Exhibit 
October 14 -19 at the Americana 
Hotel in New York City. Over thirty - 
five companies, including some of 
the biggest names, exhibited their latest 
hardware in the film and video fields. 
Industrial giants in their fields, like 
Angenieux (lenses for film and t.v.), 
Arriflex (professional cameras), Bell 

& Howell, Canon (lenses), Eclair 
(cameras), Image Devices, Magna - 
sync /Moviola (movie sync and view- 
ing equipment), Nagra, and Paillard 
were included. One new device was 
shown by I/O Metrics. The IOM 
Videodisc, as it is called, uses laser 

and high resolution techniques to 
print images on a film disc. One 
full revolution contains one color 
video frame. The great advantage of 
this system is described as being its 

quantity possibilities at low repro- 
duction costs. 

At the talk sessions, subjects cov- 
ered ran from film production tech- 
niques to laboratory practices, from 
digital techniques and mini -computer 
applications in television to electronic 
journalism, and included discussion of 
recent applications of cassette vtrs, 
a portable compact color t.v. facility, 
and the new international 2 inch heli- 
cal scan vtr. Over sixty papers were 
given in these subjects, and just to 
show how extensive was the material 
covered, a booklet giving just syn- 
opses of the papers ran to over fifty 
pages in itself. 

Well, as you can readily see, try- 
ing to tell you about eight days of 
exhibits and talk sessions is well nigh 
impossible in such short space, but 
at least we hope your interest has 
been aroused to find out more about 
these meetings and to attend a few 
yourself. There is just one more which 
took place on November 29, the Day 
of Visuals which we will cover in 
some depth next time. 

OUR NEW GRANDSON IS A SWITCH HITTER 

GRANDSON does two big jobs ... complex big sound multi -track production 
work and on -air work. This new console fills the gap between sophisticated 

recording equipment and older standard broadcast consoles. Up to 18 mixing 
inputs ... 4 plus 7 outputs ... EQ on each position if you like. All modular con- 
struction is the ultimate in flexibility. Let us tell you all about our new GRANDSON. 

oud i tro n is s. inc. P.O. Box 12637 Memphis, Tn. 38112 901- 276 -6338 
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P Microphone 
What is it? 
The Dan Gibson EPM Parabolic Microphone is a device 
designed to gather high -quality sound from a distance. 
The EPM is to sound recording what the telephoto 
lens is to film. 

What models are available? 
The EPM comes in two basic versions: the Electronic 
and the P -200. For ultra -critical sound recording such 
as music recording, the Electronic is recommended. 
For less critical work, such as surveillance or nature 
photography, the P -200 is the most economical route. 

What are the general features óf both EPMs? 
Both the Electronic and P -200 EPMs feature a Y4 " -20 
mounting thread in the handle. This allows easy adapta- 
tion to tripods or camera mounts. The "dish" size is 
183/4". The recordist can easily see his "target" 
through the transparent shield and a built -in 
sight is provided to accurately pinpoint sound. 

What are the features of the 
EPM Electronic? 
The Electronic operates from two easily obtain- 
able 9 volt transistor radio batteries. Its built -in modular 
circuitry produces amplification of the signal and a feed 
to the high- efficiency monitoring headset which is 
included. Virtually flat response from 250Hz. to 18,000Hz. 
is accomplished by the internal electronics. The effec- 
tive recording range, under ideal conditions, is up to 
3/4 mile. The EPM Electronic comes with its shielded 
output cable "pigtailed." 

Output impedance of the Electronic is a nominal 150 
to 600 ohms (low- impedance). An equalization switch for 
"speech" and "music" effectively changes the roll -off 
characteristics for recording under different conditions. 
A low frequency built -in tantalum wind filter eliminates 
unwanted sounds below 150Hz. 

How does the P -200 differ from the Electronic? 
The physical characteristics of the P -200 are identical 
to the Electronic. The P -200 has no electronics. Sound 
output from the specially designed and focused micro- 
phone module is fed directly to the "pigtailed" output 
cable. The P -200 may be wired for high or low imped- 
ance. Sound monitoring from the P -200 must be done 
from the input device, since there is no provision for 
direct headset monitoring as in the Electronic. 

What are the best input devices? 
Any high quality tape recorder may be used wtth either 
the Electronic EPM or the P -200 EPM. A simple 
cassette unit will adequately record all but the most 
critical sound. For super -critical motion picture 
recording, a location syncronous recorder, such as a 
Nagra, Arrivox -Tandberg, Stellavox, etc. is recom- 
mended. Dut to susceptability to acoustical feed -back, 
the EPM Parabolic Microphones are not recommended 
for public address system use, unless the audience 
is isolated from the sound source. 

What are some of the applications of the EPM? 
The EPM may be used for feature and commercial films, 
interviews, press conferences, etc. It eliminates the need 
for lavalier mikes, microphone booms and the clutter of 
microphone cables. All film applications, of course, 
apply equally to VTR, CCTV and radio. 

EPM's are ideal for school and training applications. 
The subject is more at ease, more confident and less 
inhibited without the distracting presence of close 
or moving equipment. 

In the industrial or commercial fields, EPM Parabolas 
can be used in conference rooms, in research and 
development situations, and in industrial equipment 
analysis. Surveillance and security are prime uses. 

The Gibson Parabolic Microphones were originally 
designed for environmental recording. In addition to 
the above applications, they are unsurpassed for 
nature and wildlife recordings. 

Model P -200 
$119.50 with case 

Electronic Model 
$299 with case 

Specifications 

Microphone: Controlled dynamic with large diaphragm. 
Frequency response: Electronic: 250- 18,000Hz. = 5dB. P -200: 300 - 

10,000Hz. _ 5db. 

Cable: High quality, 100% shielded. Terminated in "pigtail." May be 
wired for balanced or unbalanced output as required by user. 

Shield: Diameter 181/2". Made of non -resonant transparent, high - 
impact plastic. Temperature range -10 °F to 104 °F. 

Headset: (Electronic model only) High quality, lightweight, high effi- 
ciency. Cushioned earcup to seal out extraneous noise. 

Carrying case: High density styrofoam. Vinyl covered. Temperature 
range -10 °F to 104 °F. 

Weight: Electronic: 51 lbs. P -200: 31/2 lbs. 

r 

L 

Send check or M.O. to: 

TIMEKEEPEII 
P.O. Box 35, Great Neck, N.Y. 11021 

Please send me Model P -200 @ $119.50 and /or ___ Elec- 
tronic Model Parabolic Microphone @ $299.00. N.Y.S. residents add 
7% sales tax. I enclose $ 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
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NEW PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

DYNAMIC SIBILANCE 
CONTROLLER 

Operational simplicity marks this 
new de- esser; there are only two op- 
erating controls: a threshold control 
to determine the level at which the 
sibilants start to be controlled and a 

switch to defeat the action without 
clicks or gain changes. An led lights 
up to indicate when control is taking 
place. Essentially a limiter with a fre- 
quency- dependent feedback loop, the 
dynamic sibilance controller features 
low noise and distortion; the over- 
load /noise ratio is typically 100 dB 
with harmonic distortion typically be- 
low 0.1 per cent. Extremely fast at- 
tack and release time permits tight, 
inaudible control action. Supplied 
with three independent de- essing chan- 
nels on a 13A4 inch rack panel. 
Mfr: Parasound, Inc. 
Price: $395.00 
Circle 70 on Reader Service Card. 

SOUND LEVEL 
MEASUREMENT KITS 

Intended to aid compliance with 
noise pollution regulations, these four 
kits contain sound level meters, acous- 
tical -type calibrators, wind screens, 
neck straps, batteries, and instruction 
manuals, with carrying cases. Model 
370 -K1 includes model 370 sound 
level meter type 3 and model 371 
acoustic calibrator, single frequency 
with adaptor for lh inch microphone. 
Model 370 -K2 contains model 372 
multi- frequency calibrator, featuring 
a three -position toggle switch for se- 
lection of either 100 dB or 114 dB 
sound pressure level and battery check 
and a five position switch, covering 
frequency levels 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 
Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz. Model 
375 -K1 includes model 375 sound 
level meter, type 2, and model 371 
acoustic calibrator. Model 375 -K2 is 

the same as model 375 -K1, except 
that it includes model 372 multi -fre- 
quency calibrator. All sound level 
meters utilize an omni -directional mi- 
crophone, selectable (A), (B), and 
(C) response and fast and slow meter 
response. 
Mfr: Triplett Corp. 
Prices: Model 370 -K1: $397; 370 -K2: 
$512; 375- K1:$472; 375 -K2: $587. 
Circle 66 on Reader Service Card. 

TENSION SENSING HEAD 

Low -mass, high response design 
enables MTM -103M miniature tension 
sensing head to detect short, transient 
tension pulses in magnetic tape, film, 
web, and other thin strip materials. 
Using a rotating sensing bar and two 
guide rollers with ABEC -5 bearings, 
the unit contributes zero friction to 
tension readings in situations where 
precision is crucial. It will handle ma- 
terials up to 44 inch wide at high 
speed. A series of analog readout/ 
amplifiers is also available, enabling 
the user to configure a complete 
closed -loop data acquisition and servo 
control system. The manufacturer also 
offers kits to convert stationary sens- 
ing bar tension heads to rotating sens- 
ing bars. 
Mfr: Nortronics, Inc. 
Circle 61 on Reader Service Card. 

QUARTZ CORDLESS CLOCK 

Quartzmatic cordless clock, oper- 
ated on an ordinary (C) flashlight 
battery, solves the problem of provid- 
ing accurate timing in areas where an 
electrical outlet is not available. The 
manufacturer claims that the electro- 
mechanical quality of the quartz clock 
movement delivers accuracy to one 
minute a year, less than two -tenths of 
a second a day. Twelve inch diameter 
with a red sweep second hand. Avail- 
able in black on white, black on tan, 
or white on black and bronze. 
Mfr: Westclox (General Time Service) 
Price: $55.00 
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card. 
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Altec, 
we challenge you. 
Any company that achieves a position of leadership must be prepared to 
meet the challenge of innovation. In the recording industry, this is a particularly 
crucial factor - because constantly evolving musical material demands 
ever newer and better recording techniques. 

For nearly 30 years, one name has dominated the studio monitor market. 
Altec. In 1973, Altec had more than twice as many speakers in recording studio 
use in the U.S. than its nearest competitor. And nearly as many as all 

other brands combined. (Source: Billboard's 1973 International Directory of 
Recording Studios.) That's leadership without question. 

Now someone is about to challenge that leadership. Us. 

Our first step: introduce three all -new monitor loudspeakers. They're a 
whole new breed, designed for tomorrow's recordings. And they exceed the 
performance characteristics of every monitor ever made. Including Altec's. 

They're packed with improvements and specs guaranteed to satisfy the 
goldenest of ears. Improved accuracy and definition. Better transient response. 
Flatter frequency response. Greater bandwidth. Greater power handling. 
And much more. 

Add to all that our 37 -plus years in the field of sound reproduction, and we 
think we're ready to challenge the leader. 

Even if we have to do it ourselves. 

AZTEC 
ñ ...sound of expe.:ìwe.c'. 
1515 S. Manchester 
Anaheim, Calif. 92803 

The challengers. 
From front to back, its the 9849A, the 

9846-8A and the 9848A. If you listen for a 

living, you should know more about them. 
Write or call. We'll send you all the 

facts and figures. 

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card 
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POCKET -SIZED 
SOUND LEVEL METER 

Small enough to fit into a pocket, 
model 451C sound level meter gives 
readings which meet or exceed ANSI 
type S3C accuracy. A range of 45 to 
130 dBc sound pressure level permits 
measurement of ambient and back- 
ground noise as well as the signals 
of interest. The meter reads directly 
in dBc without interpolation or com- 
putation, making it suitable for non- 
technical personnel. Operated by 
transistor battery. 
Mfr: Scott Instruments 
Price: $98.00 
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card. 

MODULAR MIXING CONSOLE 

Designated B Series, this is an elec- 
tronically improved modular version 
of a unit which has already found ac- 
ceptance from this manufacturer. 
Channel features include nine fre- 
quency equalization, solo -mute, dry 
channel pan, echo pan, monitor mix, 
earphone mix, echo send, line -mic 
switch, input gain trim, bus selector, 
and in -line fader. Amplification is 
provided by a plug -in operational 
amplifier; all signal switching is solid 
state mos analog switch. All circuits 
are designed to one per cent toler- 
ances. 
Mfr: Multi -Track 
Circle 75 on Reader Service Card. 

PROGRAM EQUALIZER 
SOLID STATE DUAL ACTIVE 

Model PEQ -82 features two inde- 
pendent equalizers packaged on a 
single 13/4 inch x 19 inch rack mount 
panel. The equalizers are transformer 
isolated and operate at levels from 
-20 dBm to +4 dBm. Circuits op- 
erate at unity gain with a maximum 
ouput level of +24 dBm. Each equal- 
izer may be silently switched in and 
out, with controls which are infinitely 
variable with continuous adjustment 
from -12dB to +12 dB at each of 
four frequencies simultaneously. Each 
control may be switched to operate 
at either one of two frequencies: 80 
Hz or 150 Hz, 300 Hz or 600 Hz, 
1.6k Hz or 4k Hz, and 7.5k Hz or 
12k Hz. In addition, each channel 
provides a high and low filter with 
-3 dB points at 80 Hz and 10k Hz. 
Mfr: Auditronics, Inc. 
Price: $325.00 
Circle 71 on Reader Service Card. 

SYNTHESIZER AND MODULATOR 

00000 o 712 

Improvements incorporated in the 
new Performer synthesizer, at no in- 
crease in price, include a depth con- 
trol on the panning control, a variable 
dial to control the portamento, a new 
professional keyboard and a rear 
panel enlarged to include eighteen in- 
puts and outputs. The one piece, self 
contained, portable unit has 102 color - 
coded switches, quad output, auto- 
matic panning, pre sets, X + Y slide 
controls and a keyboard octave 
coupler. The output volume has been 
doubled. Color contrast is used on 
knobs and dials throughout. Lights 
are used to display the engagement of 
any of the devices and on the manual 
trigger. The unit, using computer con- 
trol, is polyphonic and automated; 
tunings can be macro or micro and 
well tempered. Two tunings can be 
sounded simultaneously. 
Mfr: Ionic Industries, Inc. 
Circle 72 on Reader Service Card. 

PORTABLE MIXER 

Designed for mobile use, the Mavis 
portable mixer has basically 15 fully 
equalized input channels, plus two 
high level auxiliary input channels. It 
can be used in two configurations, 
either four track full range output or 
two track output split into three chan- 
nels each track, each channel con- 
trolled by an electronic cross over. 
The remaining two tracks can be used 
either as full range tracks or re -mixed 
into tracks one and two as sub -mixers. 
The unit also has two fully equalized 
independent monitor outputs and drive 
facilities for an external echo system. 
There is also an output for use with 
headphones when cueing each 
channel. 
Mfr: Heil Sound Systems 
Circle 65 on Reader Service Card. 
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CONTINUOUS LOOP 
BROADCASTING CARTRIDGE 

Designed to meet the needs of f.m. 
stations which broadcast in stereo and 
require stereo phased cartridges, 
model A -2SP features critically molded 
tape guides to permit perfectly paral- 
lel fit of tape to the playback head of 
the broadcast cartridge equipment. It 
also has a precision braking system 
to hold the cue accurately in place, a 
guide -by -angle device which prevents 
wear on tape and guides as the tape 
is moved across the heads, and a felt 
pressure pad. No adjustment screw is 
necessary. A -2SP comes in the follow- 
ing standard playing times: 40, 70, 
90, 100 seconds and 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 
7.5, 8.5, and 10.5 minutes. The man- 
ufacturer guarantees, when shipped, 
that the cartridge is under 90 degrees 
at 12.5 kc. 
Mfr: Audio Devices, Inc. 
Circle 67 on Reader Service Card. 

Capitol d.u.;:-.;;.:,'. 
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REVERBERATOR 

Named the Resonator, this device 
can be used to add a trace of reverb- 
eration to increase the apparent pres- 
ence of broadcast audio. It may also 
be used as a full scale reverberation 
device to add audio effects in spot 
production. Included is a low cut 
filter for simulation for telephone 
sounds intended primarily for spot 
production. Equipped with unity gain 
with front panel adjustments for re- 
verberation level, sustain and tone. 
The unit is rack mountable and may 
be remotely controlled. 
Mir: Dyma Engineering 
Price: $315.00 
Circle 60 on Reader Service Card. 
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DUAL CHANNEL FREQUENCY 
SELECTIVE LIMITER 

Model 400 frequency selective lim- 
iter is designed to limit high frequency 
energy below a fixed value, eliminat- 
ing high frequency distortion or car- 
rier modulation. The unit operates 
much like a standard program lim- 
iter except that it does not cover the 
full audio band width; only the high 
frequency components are controlled. 
The manufacturer particularly rec- 
ommends it for reducing distortions 
such as sibilant sounds in cassette 
duplication. The limiter is totally self - 
contained, with an internal power 
supply. 
Mfr: Audio /Tek Inc. 
Price: $1,050. 
Circle 63 on Reader Service Card. 
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43rd AES Picture Gallery- Continued 

Mark Levinson is both distributor and 
manufacturer. He makes a number of 
sophisticated mixing systems as shown. 
Circle 79 on Reader Service Card. 

Dynamic Noise Filters, Noise Elimi- 
nators, Peak vu Detectors, and a super 
quiet condenser mic are made by 
Burwen Labs. Circle 78 on Reader 
Service Card. 

Tascam's Model 10 mixing console 
can be expanded with this add -on 
unit holding 13 more input channel 
Circle 76 on Reader Service Card. 

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE 

oe000000 
O 00e0000 o.oe0000 ooo 00 
O 000 0000 
O 0000 

Support Your Mental 
Health Association 

0 
0 
0 

Citizens Who Do Make A Difference 
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Acoustic Research showed their LST 
monitoring speaker now also available 
in a smaller model known as the LST -2. 
Circle 77 on Reader Service Card. 

Gotham Audio can supply complete 
disc cutting systems, including the 
Telefunken tape input and rack shown. 
Circle 81 on Reader Service Card. 

In the CBS room, their SQ system was 
demonstrated. Newly available, a 
broadcast encoder made by Sony. 
Circle 82 on Reader Service Card. 

Four channel separation capability was 
being demonstrated by Sansui using 
their QS variable matrix system. 
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card. 

WORAM AUDIO ASSOCIATES 
Consultants in Studio Systems 

Engineering, Design and Installation 

-offering- 

A COMPLETE CONSULATION 
SERVICE FOR STUDIO 

PLANNING AND 

CONSTRUCTION 

FREE -LANCE RECORDING 

SERVICE IN THE 

NEW YORK AREA 

212 673 -9110 
64 University Place 

New York, N.Y. 10003 

Our Professioncil Preamplifier 

Some typical specifications are: 
Dynamic Range: Greater than 130 dB 
THD: Less than .005% at 1kHz ( +18 
dBm /600 ohms) 
Weston meters with Burwen Laboratories 
VU306 electronics modules switchable for 
VU or peak characteristics 
Peak reading characteristics include: 

Peak response in 5 microseconds 
Holds peaks for two seconds 
High frequency pre- emphasis position 
avoids tape saturation at slow speed 
taping 
Accuracy of reading: 0.1 dB 

Channel Tracking Accuracy: 0.1 dB all 
functions, all conditions 
Dials read to high accuracy of dial setting, 
typically 0.1 dB 
External power supply reduces hum and 
noise pickup 
Teflon insulated coaxial leads for all audio 
circuits 
Switchcraft 3 -pin connectors in parallel with 
phono plugs to facilitate interface of studio 
with consumer equipment 
Switchable gain allows maximum S/N ratio 
for wide range of input levels 0 to 40 dB in 
10 dB steps 

Price: $1750. 

MARK LEVINSON audio systems 
21 carriage drive, woodbridge, conn. 06525, u.s.a. (203] 383 -2600 

Circle 17 on Reader Service Card 
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JOHN WORAM 

db Visits Caribou Ranch 

WHEN WAS the last time you went horseback 
riding during a recording session break? Most 
of us think twice before so much as stepping 
outside for a breath of air. For one thing, 

the chance of running into some fresh air out of doors is 
remote. And if there's a horse within miles, it's probably 
got a cop on it. 

Our only other acquaintance with horses is when we 
send out for hamburgers. We send out because it helps 
not to be present when these things are prepared. 

But, things are a little different at James William 
Guercio's studio. We suspected this was not your run -of- 
the -mill operation when Jim told us he was thinking about 
fencing in a bit of unused land nearby. For a parking lot, 
no doubt? Not quite. Mr. Guercio was thinking about 
raising a herd of wild buffalo, and figured as how a little 
fencing would be a good thing. After all, it wouldn't do 
to frighten the musicians who are out riding during those 
session breaks. 

It didn't take long to invent a reason for dropping by 
for a visit. As a perennial studio visitor, I usually say 
something like, "I was just in the neighborhood, and 
thought I'd look in," or something equally profound. But 
that strains credulity a bit since Jim's studio is in Neder- 
land, Colorado, which is hardly in anyone's neighborhood, 
and certainly not in mine. 

The studio is, of course, the by now well known Caribou 
Ranch and it comes with its own neighborhood, since it is 
built on a 3,000 acre plot. Conveniently located out -of- 
reach of just about everywhere, the studio is in great de- 
mand by people who would like to get away for awhile 
and do some serious recording. 

As I arrived, the group, "War," had just left and the 
"Nitty Gritty Dirt Band" set -up crew was warming up. 
They were warming up in the mess hall over plates of 
pancakes, bacon and home made rolls. No sending out for 

Ñ Photographs by John Woram and Larry Zide 

'burgers here. For one thing, the nearest greasy spoon is 
probably in the next county. And anyone who would pass 
up the home cooked meals served in the Caribou dining 
room deserves to eat pizza flown in from California. 

Getting down to business -after all, this is supposed to 
be a studio story -the barn on the property has been con- 
verted into a studio, and the control room boasts a Neve 
console, plenty of Dolby units, and a rack full of UREI 
limiters, filters and delay lines. For quad work, there are 
speakers built into the four corners of the room. And for 
those long winter nights, there's actually a working fire- 
place in the center of the rear wall. 

The installation of the Neve console is a story in itself. 
Earlier, Caribou had ordered a "Brand X" console; how- 
ever despite what may have been the world's lengthiest 
installation period, the thing just wouldn't work to their 
satisfaction. 

In desperation, Guercio contacted the Neve people. 
Could they supply an interim stock console in the foresee- 
able future, one that could be used until a proper custom 

James William Guercio at left and Wayne Tarnowski (engineer) 
at work during a Chicago session. The board is a stock Neve. 
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THE CONTROL ROOM 

A closeup of the Neve- supplied peak- reading meters. We were 
told that they tell much more about what's going onto the 
tape, and once used to, vu's are hard to go back to. 

board could be built to satisfy their specific requirements? 
"No trouble," said the Neve man, "but it might take a 

week or two." 
"Very funny!" snapped Guercio. 
"I'm not being funny." said the man from Neve. 
"You're not ?" said the man from Caribou. 
Two weeks later, the console arrived. There was no 

trouble uncrating it -the airline had seen to that. It seems 
that the console had to change planes in New York. Now 
it turns out that the planes that leave New York (for Colo- 
rado) are a lot smaller than the planes that arrive in New 
York (from England). So, although the crated console 
got off the inbound flight without incident, it wouldn't fit 
through the doors of the Colorado bound flight -until it 
was removed from its crate and hauled aboard without 
benefit of any protective padding. 

The Neve people still get a little week -kneed when they 
recall the story; needless to say, they suspected nothing 
until the console arrived, sans crate, at the Caribou gate. 
Incredibly, there wasn't a scratch on it. The console was 
installed in no time, and has been in continuous use ever 
since. 

Out in the studio, I discovered at least one non -standard 
item -an oxygen supply! At an elevation of 8600 feet 
above sea level, the just -arrived city slicker often needs 
an occasional whiff to keep going until he becomes used 
to the thin air. 

Facing back from the console position, the lounge area in the 
control room is flanked on the left by three 3M two -track 
machines. The fireplace is functional. You can also see the 
Westlake speaker systems (rear channel for quad monitoring). 

A rack at the side contains UREI limiters and Cooper Time 
Cubes, as well as a Digital Metronome. Not visible, another 
rack containing ample Dolby's to handle 24 -track work. 

Tucked into a nearby wall is the familiar Westlake 
Audio piano booth. In fact, the control room and studio 
are largely of a Westlake design. The drum area is like- 
wise thoroughly baffled, although mercifully it is not also 
tucked into an air pocket in the side wall. 

Just above the control room is a projection room, and 
at the flick of a switch, the draperies on the rear studio 
wall slide back and a screen lowers from the ceiling. In 
fact, Guercio has a good stock of feature films available 

On the right side of the fireplace there is another Westlake 
speaker, and the two Ampex MM -1100 24 -track machines 
(adaptable to 8 and 16 tracks). They are controlled by 
Ampex auto -locators mounted at the console. There is 
also a 3M 1/2-inch four track. 

V 
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CO N 

IN THE STUDIO 

The Steinway is tucked into an isolated corner in typical 
Westlake fashion. 

for showing between sessions. 
On the lower level (I almost said street level, but there 

isn't a street within miles) is a well equipped shop, equip- 
ment storage area, and an amplifier room containing more 
Crown DC -300 than I have ever seen gathered under one 
roof before. 

It seems I forgot to mention that the top floor also 
boasts a recreation room, complete with pool table, for 
those who are too tired to go horseback riding, and who 
have already seen the movie. 

Sometime after returning to Fun City, we learned that 

This view of the studio looks into the control room. Notice 
the oxygen bottle at the lower right -just in front of the 
mic input connectors. 

Caribou had just received their new Ampex 24 -track re- 
corders. Since some of my photos would now be out -of- 
date, our editor volunteered (with a straight face, yet!) 
to drop in and take some more pictures. If I recall, he 
actually invented a reason why this would be more prac- 
tical than asking the Caribou staff to simply send along 
some new photos. 

He can't be blamed for this though. Caribou ranch is 
a delightful place, and the accompanying pictures can 
only suggest what a pleasure it is to work there. 

Just watch out for the buffalo! 

The drum booth offers isolation along with a sense of 
participation within the studio. 
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The Ampex machines were installed by the time I made 
my visit some weeks after John Woram's. Sessions were 
underway by Chicago, and during my visit horn parts 
were being overdubbed. Caribou Ranch has accommoda- 
tions and facility for about forty visitors, so the temporary 
residence of Chicago was no strain. In talking with several 
of the group, I was impressed with their love of the place. 
They certainly find the peace and isolation of this moun- 
tain studio conducive to total creativity. (L.Z.) 

Since Caribou ranch is home to its guests for the duration of 
their work, we show untechnical but highly functional 
dining hall -a separate building from the barn. 

Three from Chicago at Caribou. On trombone, Jim Pankow; 
Walt Parazaider on sax; and Lee Loughnane plays trumpet. 
Although close miked, they are playing into the open part 
of the studio. 

Horses tranquilly graze while work goes on in the studio 
complex located in the barn (slightly right of center). Hills 
rise in the background and they are working from an 
8600 toot base. 

N 
CO 
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ROBERT E. BERGLAS 

An f.e.t. Audio Mixer 
With I.e.d. Gain 
Level Display 
Here is a simple yet sophisticated mixer, made easily portable 
that you can build at reasonable cost. As it stands it can 
be used to interface high impedance unbalanced units such 
as consumer tape decks and phonographs. 

s AN ENGINEER, producer, and former war corre- 
pondent (the Middle East, 1967) for the 
Pacifica f.m. stations, I have had many challeng- 
ing and rewarding experiences. One aspect of 

my work that I consider right up there in satisfaction 
with the more dramatic elements is the design of new 
studio and remote hardware. This article describes the 
latest design, an f.e.t. -input audio mixer with an l.e.d. gain - 
level display /indicator. 

With the mixer proper, four or more high impedance 
devices -phono pickup, microphone, line inputs, etc. - 
can be mixed and fed to the low impedance input stage 
of an amplifier. 

The l.e.d. gain -level display is my answer to the slow 
ballistic movements of the common analog meter, which 
simply cannot respond fast enough to indicate peaks. The 
l.e.d. turn -on and turn -off electro- optical characteristics 
of the present system are certainly faster, and more pre- 
cise, than any meter's movement (peak reading or not.) 
The I.e.d.s alone are rated to toggle at 1.0 nanosecond! 
In fact, the only limiting turn -on and turn -off factor is 
the comparator's slew rate. The type 709 op amp called 
for slews at 0.25 microseconds. 

Frequency response of the mixer proper is on the order 
of ± 3dB from 20 Hz to 100kHz. Voltage gain is unity 
to 5 -10 dB, depending upon the individual f.e.t. charac- 
teristics. 

The two subsystems will be described separately, with 
a final section given over to the important (and often- 
times neglected) consideration of the power supply. 

THE AUDIO MIXER: CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
Referring to FIGUGE 1, we see four input jacks (JI through 
J4) connecting the input devices to the audio mixer 
circuit. The signals at the jacks are coupled through four 

Robert E. Berglas describes himself in his very first sen- 
tence. 

identical r -c networks to the gate (G) of the f.e.t. (Q1). 
Capacitor Cl and potentiometer R1 combine to couple 
the signal at J1 through isolating resistor R5; CI also 
prevents any d.c. voltage from flowing between the pickup 
device and the mixer. The other three input stages operate 
identically. 

Potentiometers (R1 through R4) are provided so that 
pickup devices having different output levels can be used. 
Q1 is an f.e.t., having a very high input impedance and 
a high output impedance. The drain (D) of the f.e.t. is 
direct coupled to the base (B) of transistor Q2. R9 
supplies the base current for Q2 and the drain current 
for Ql. R10 provides the QI source bias and is bypassed 
by C5 to prevent degeneration. The base bias for Q2 is 
established by Ql. 

Figure 1. The circuit of the audio mixer portion. 
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Figure 2. The light emitting diode display system. 

THE L.E.D. GAIN LEVEL INDICATOR 
A single I.e.d. at the input and a double 1.e.d. at the 
output format has been chosen to permit the greatest 
control flexibility with some consideration for circuit sim- 
plicity and economy. 

A single red l.e.d. is properly injected after potentiom- 
eters R1 through R4 to indicate individual input gain 
levels. A double display -one green and one red l.e.d.- 
is found at the ouput of the mixer, designed to monitor 
precisely the sum level output. 

The electronics of this subsystem are comprised of i.c. 
operational amplifiers (op amps). Here, they are used in 
both linear and nonlinear quasi- digital mode. 

FIGURE 2 details the schematic of the system. As is 
evident, what we have here is a flow from one section 
to the next. Each step is considered below. 
1. Fet Input Op Amp. An fet input op amp, type 740, 
is cited because its very low input currents permit a very 
high input impedance of one megohm -and a gain of one 
-to buffer properly without loading the signal source. 
2. Logarithmic Converter. I.c. 2 and its peripheral hard- 
ware constitute the circuit diagram of a logarithmic con- 
verter I have designed. Under the circumstances below, 
the output is proportional to the common logarithm of 
the input voltage. (That is, E0 = log,DE, (where E0 is the 
input to the logarithmic converter and E, is the output). 

This logarithmic conversion is here necessary because 
we can now convert amplitudes of random voltage into 
decibels, which will now "speak" in the terms we wish. 

The voltage across the feedback transistor in the log- 
arithmic converter depends logarithmically on the feed- 
back current. A power transistor is used to reduce the 
series feedback resistance. Here, the feedback transistor 
is ground- based. The output voltage, then, is proportional 
to the logarithm of the input voltage. 

Furthermore, the following important consideration is 
accounted for. The logarithm of one is zero. The op amp 
offset -null is used to zero the output of the op amp for 
one unit of positive signal at the input. The size of the 
unit used corresponds to the zero decibel reference. 
3. The comparator. For the 1.e.d. pair at the output of 
the mixer, the flow divides in two, one to the eventual 
green l.e.d., the other to the red. (Obviously, the flow 
remains straightforward for the input indicators.) A single 
route is discussed. 

The part of the subsystem which turns the lights on 
and off in accordance with precise, preset levels is the 
comparator. 

An op amp is operating in its nonlinear mode when 
the output of the op amp is not directly proportional to 
the input. Nonlinear operation occurs when the op amp 
output reaches either its maximum possible excursion - 
positive saturation -or its minimum possible excursion - 
negative saturation. We are speaking now of an essen- 
tially digital application of the art. 

Think 
of what 
just one 
company 
can do 
to stop 

pollution. 
We have. 

Twenty years ago some 
farsighted businessmen had an 
idea. To establish an organization 
to combat littering. They called 
it Keep America Beautiful, Inc. 

Since then, KAB Inc. has led a 
national movement to stop not 
just littering. But pollution as well. 
A movement that involves almost 
70 million Americans. 

To show you what companies 
like yours are doing to fight 
pollution, we've put together this 
folder, "What industry is doing 
to stop pollution." 

It's a special way to celebrate 
our first twenty years. 

r 

People start pollution. 
People can stop it. 

Please send me a free copy of your guide. 

Name 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

Om 

waerus,, 'v t 

Keep America Beautiful 
99 Pork Awnw, Nwbrk. Now York 10016 J 
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Figure 3. The voltage regulated power supply. 

+12v 

GN D 

i2v 

A comparator simply compares an input voltage to a 
reference voltage. When the input signal is slightly greater 
than the reference voltage, the op amp snaps into positive 
saturation -i.e., logical 1. When the input is slightly less 
than the reference voltage, the output swings into negative 
saturation -and delivers a logical 0. The reference voltage 
in this application is made variable by using a poten- 
tiometer. Moreover, the comparator has considerable 
gain. and a difference of a few millivolts on the input 
snaps the output from negative saturation to positive 
saturation, and vice versa. 

FIGURE 2 shows the system's actual comparator circuit. 
It includes a diode input over -voltage protection; the type 
709 op amp callout, chosen for its very fast slew rate 
(because it is uncompensated); and limitation of the large 
output voltage by a zener diode, making it compatible 
with l.e.d. voltage specifications. 
4. Rectification and the L.e.d. Display. The signal is now 
rectified and fed, through a current limiting resistor, to the 
1.e.d. 

POWER SUPPLY 
Since reference voltage stability is necessary for the 
proper operation of the comparator, we again turn to i.c. 
devices for power supply regulation. 

The supply used consists of a full -wave, center -tapped 
transformer with capacitor input filters feeding comple- 
mentary 12 -volt regulators, 1C4 and IC5 (FIGURE 3). 
IC4 is a conventional series regulator configuration using 
the 723's internal pass transistor. 

IC5 controls the negative leg in shunt regulator fashion 
with its terminal voltage set by the 4.7k and 6.8k resistors. 
This i.c. acts as a "super zener," absorbing any input 
current variations through the 330 -ohm resistor due to 
a.c. ripple or line voltage changes. It also provides an 
extremely low source impedance for the minus 12 -volt 
circuits, a condition for good signal -to -noise ratios to be 
realized. 

CONCLUSION 
It is hoped that the above disclosure will well serve the 
serious recordist or studio engineer. Not the least benefit 
is the visual perspective produced -it is striking. 

Why let oxide 
dust destroy 

your tape head? 

MS -200 Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner quickly 
flushes away oxide build -up on heads and 
capstans. It can even be applied while deck 
is running. 

Gone are the days of the cotton swab and 
bottle of cleaner. MS -200 with it's "Cobra" 
brush sprays away your tape head troubles 
quickly and safely. 

Recommended by leading tape recorder man - 
facturers. U.S. & Foreign Patents 

"Two- Product Trial Unit" includes: 
MS -200 Magnetic Tape Head Cleaner 
MS -226 "Cobra" Extension & Brush 

MS -200 
MAGNETIC 
TAPE HEAD 
CLEANER 

Circle 18 on Reader 

miller -Stephenson 
chemical co.,inc. 
Danbury, Connecticut 06810 (203) 743 -4447 

SE 
Enclosed is $5.00, please send my "Two - 
Product Trial Unit" (MS -200 & MS -226) 

Please send FREE literature and prices. 

NAME TITLE 

DEPT. 

COMPANY 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
CHICAGO LOS ANGELES TORONTO Dist. in ITALY GERMANY 
FRANCE ENGLAND SCOTLAND SPAIN NETHERLANDS LEBANON 

Service Card 
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Here is an important new device designed especiallyforyou. 
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TIMEKEEPER 
Telephone Line Equalizer 
20 

10 

0 
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20 100 I KHZ 

. Ii¡% 
/.t./_.l/\ \, /!:i111111\ 

How would you like a compact, self -powered telephone 
line equalizer for use in radio, TV or communications sys- 
tems that helps restore signals lost in long transmission 
lines? One that could be adjusted to suit a variety of con- 
ditions -one that can easily be inserted into any existing 
system and which would provide additional gain when nec- 
essary? An equalizer that could have balanced input and 
output to assure complete line isolation? 
The TIMEKEEPER MODEL TLE -1 is just such a unit. Using 
the latest OP AMP active filter design it provides excellent 
stability, low distortion and low noise. The extremes'of the 
audio spectrum are purposely rolled off to reduce any 
further unwanted noise. 

USES 
Radio talk shows, remote pickups using telephone lines, 
even stations using their own lines will find this unit essen- 
tial. Not only can it be used at the receiving end -it can 
also be quite useful at the sending end. If you know what 
losses to expect from the line you can pre -equalize the 
signal to improve response with less noise! 
The TLE -1 is built to the highest standards in the industry 
and is unconditionally guaranteed for one year. If you find 
it does not improve your signal- return it for a full refund. 
You will find the TLE -1 a great buy at only $295.00. 
It's a TIMEKEEPER product. 
It's got to be good. 

FREQUENCY 

10 K 20K 

Telephone Line Equalizer Model TLE -1 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
Gain, variable unity -20db 

Input impedance 600 ohms 
Output impedance 20 ohms (designed to work 

into 150 or 600 Ohm loads) 
Max. input level +20 dbm (at unity gain) 

Max. output level +20 dbm 
Frequency response ± 1 /2db 50- 15,000 Hz 

Available boost 20 db max at the extremes 
(cont. controlled) of covered spectrum 

Distortion less than 0.2 °° 
Noise 70 db below 0 db level 

Isolation transformer, balanced 
floating line 

Power required 117VAC 1 watt 
Dimensions panel: 134" wide x 7" long 

chassis and transformers: 
6'/2" deep, 6" wide x 
13/4" thick 1.5 lbs. 
mounting rack available 

Terminations Barrier strip, screw terminals 
Amplifiers IC OP amps, plug -in 

Controls ON -OFF switch 
Gain control 
Low end boost 
High end boost 

Indicators LED pilot light 

Send check to 

TIMEKEEPER 
Box 35 
Great Neck, N.Y. 11021 

Please send me Model TLE -1 Telephone Line 
Equalizer(s) at $295.00. N.Y. S. residents add 7°° sales Tax. 
I enclose $ 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip CO 
w 
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DON DAVIS 

A Simplified Approach 
to Room Analysis 
The author is an established authority on room equalization 
and analysis. In this article, the basics of the correct way 
of evaluating a room are examined. 

T IS GENERALLY recognized today that to design a 
sound system properly one must begin with a care- 
ful analysis of the acoustic environment. The days 
are past when a sound contractor could plug into 

the environment any transducer he happened to arbitrarily 
choose or happened to have on hand. If he does so today 
he risks a real professional following him on the job and 
showing by demonstration what a correctly designed sound 
system can accomplish. 

WHAT MUST BE MEASURED? 
Physically, the internal volume of an acoustical environ- 
ment must be found: V = ? ft.3. Its boundary surface 
area must be totaled: S = ? ft2. The distance from the 
proposed loudspeaker location to the most remotely lo- 
cated listener must be measured: D2 = ? ft. Acoustically, 
the average absorption coefficient must be found: a = ? 

Figure 1. A precision sound level meter such as this is 
required for room analysis. 

i 

Don Davis is president of Synergetic Audio Concepts of 
Tustin, California. 
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Figure 2. This kind of generator will produce the needed peak 
noise waveforms. 

The ambient noise level should be found: Nnmb = ? dB- 
spl. 

From these parameters it then becomes possible to 
find: 

1. Minimum Q to allow 15% AL,oxs 
2. Sabins present vs. sabins needed 
3. Relative and absolute acoustic attenuation 
4. Needed and potential acoustic gain 
5. The electrical power required 
6. Q of loudspeakers with unknown directivity factors 
7. The reverberation time. 

BASIC EQUIPMENT NEEDED 
The beauty of the approach about to be outlined is the 
economy of equipment required and the multiple employ- 
ment of it. The basic equipment needed is: 

1. A tape measure (100') 
2. An inclinometer 
3. A sound level meter with octave band analyzer 

built -in See FIGURE 1. 

4. A random noise generator with pink noise output 
See FIGURE 2. 

5. A test power amplifier 
6. A test loudspeaker with a known Q at key fre- 

quencies 

MAKING THE ROOM MEASUREMENTS 
First, use the tape measure to find the length and width 
of the room. Measure the angle to the ceiling from a spot 
in the center of the room and then measure the distance 
from that spot to directly under the sighting position of 

Figure 3. The room example used in the text. 

SIGHTING POINT 

hc 

EYE LEVEL 

0 
Dm 
he 

ha 
he 

Dm 

= 22' 
= 42' 
= 5' 
= Dm TAN 0 = 42 TAN 22 = 16.97' 
= ha + he = 16.97 + 5 = 22' 

he 

he 

the inclinometer. See FIGURE 3. 
The measured distance times the tangent (tan.) of the 

measured angle plus the height of your eye level equals 
the ceiling height. 

1. Calculate V in ft3 
2. Calculate S in ft2 

Now, using the pink noise generator, the test amplifier, 
and the test loudspeaker with a Q, for example of 7 at 
1,000 Hz as a sound source, measure with the SLM set 
to the 1,000 Hz octave band, the critical distance. See 
FIGURE 4. (Altec and Strom are two manufacturers who 
publish the Q of their loudspeakers.) 

Two readings are necessary. The first should be close 
enough to the sound source to insure that you are in its 
"direct sound" field, i.e., the free field. The second reading 
should be taken at sufficient distance to insure that you 
are in the reverberant sound field of the sound source. 

Reading #1 (that taken close to the loudspeaker) is 

used to establish an arbitrary 0 level. See FIGURE 4. 
This point is used to construct a line that slopes through 
it so that every halving of distance increases 6 dB and 
every doubling of distance from it decreases 6 dB. Sub- 
tract the second reading from the first reading, plot the 
second point on the chart, and draw a line through it 

parallel to the base to the chart. Where the horizontal 
line (reverberant field level) crosses the slanting line to 
the right (free field levels) is critical distance, De. 

This 
forms: 

and 

De = 0.141 
Where: De = critical distance in feet. 

Q = directivity factor of the 
loudspeaker (This is not 
its coverage pattern but 
its ratio of contribution 
to the reverberant sound 
level) 

R = the room constant in 
feet2 

R- 1-a 
Where: S = the total 

boundary 
surface area 

á = the average 
absorption 
coefficient 

Sá 

equation can be re- written into two very useful 

(De) 2 _ R 
0.019881Q 

_ (De) 2 
Q 0.01988IR 

We can now choose the second form of the equation 
and find for our example room that has 

V = 500,000 ft.3 
S = 42,500 ft.2 

_ (25)2 
R 0.01988(7) - 4,491 ft.2 

and 

á=RR+S-0.096 

Then, we can use the Norris -Eyring reverberation time 
formula to find 
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DISTANCE FROM SOUND SOURCE IN FT. 

10 100 1000 

0 

10 
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40 
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SLM READING TAKEN IN FREE I / FIELD AND ARBITRARILY MADE 
REFERENCE LEVEL V III 

REVERBERANT' - 
Dc 

" 
CRITICAL DISTANCE 

X J' .4 

FIELD 
-4- f++i 

LEVEL 
N 

- 

SLM READING TAKEN IN REVERBERANT '"'CCC\ 

FIELD SUBTRACTED FROM 
TAKEN IN FREE FIELD 

READING `cqsí 
r) \SO 

44TF 

11, 

Figure 4. The cal- 
culations to be 
made. 

V = 500,000 FT3 
S = 42,500 FT2 

Dc = 25' 

0 OF SOUND SOURCE - 7 AT 1000 Hz 

2 
2 

0.049 V 

_ 

0.0198810 
4491 FT 

R 

RTS - 0.096 RT6O 

0.049 500,000 
RT60 

_Sin (I-ñ) 

- 5.7 SEC. = _42,500In(I-.096) 

0.049V 
RTGO- -Sln(1 -á) 

Where: RT80 = the time in seconds for the 
sound to attenuate 60 dB 
after turning off the sound 
source 

S =the total boundary surface 
area in ft2 

Et =the average absorption co- 
efficient (dimensionless) 

In = the natural or naperian log- 
arithm to the base e (e = 
2.718281828) 

Therefore: 
0.049(500,000) 

RT60 = -42,500ín(1- 0.096) - 5.7 seconds 

Sabins are by definition Sá, so we can easily calculate 
that there are 42,500(0.096) = 4,080 Sabins in the space. 

DETERMINING THE MINIMUM Q NEEDED 
Our test measurements are made in this case with a 

loudspeaker that has a Q = 7 at 1.000 Hz. If our distance 
from the proposed location for the loudspeaker to the 
most remotely located listener were 125 feet (D2 = 125 
ft.), then we could use the following formula to find the 
minimum Q that would allow 15 per cent articulation 
loss for consonants (per cent ALcoxs) at the D2 distance. 
(Note: All the articulation formulae assume an S/N >_ 25 
dB in order to be valid.) 

Minimum Q that allows_ 641.81 (D2)2(RT60)2 
15 per cent ALcoxs 15V 

or 
rn 

co 

641.81(125)2(5.7)2 -43.44 
15 (500,000) 

Now, this is a higher Q than is realizable in a reason- 
ably sized array (a stack of four of the large Strom single 
cell horns could reach it at 1,000 Hz) and an excellent 
approach would be to select a Q that allows an efficient 
array to be constructed and add the necessary sabins to 
the space to allow its use. These additional sabins 
also help quiet the noise in the space and can, if properly 
placed, control what otherwise would be undesirable re- 
flections. 

Selecting an array with a Q = 20 then allows us to cal- 
culate the maximum RTG0 we could tolerate and still 
achieve 15 per cent ALcoxs at 125 feet. 

or 

Max. RT60 that allows- 15VQ 
15 per cent ALcoxs 641.81(D2)2 

Max. RT - 1 
15(500,000)20 

80 - 641.81(125) 2 - 3.87 seconds 

This still leaves the church, auditorium, or arena suffi- 
ciently reverberant for any musical purpose and yet re- 
duces our Q requirement from 43.44 to 20. 

Again, using another form of the Norris -Eyring equa- 
tion we can calculate 

à= 1-e 
or 

/0.049V \ 
J 

0.049(500,000) 
42,500(3.87) ) 

á =1 -e - 0.138 
Therefore, Sá = 42,500(0.138) = 5,865 ft2. 
We had originally 4,080 ft2 in sabins; thus we need to 

add properly to the space 5,865- 4.080= 1,785 sabins, 
probably on the rear wall, rear ceiling and along the 
rear of one side wall, but one should seek the services 
of an acoustical consultant to determine the exact place- 
ment. 

All of this information was achieved with the most 
basic measuring instruments and a bare minimum of 
actual measurements. The next steps would be to manip- 
ulate the basic sound system parameters to achieve the 
desired needed and potential acoustic gain relationships 
and to calculate the electrical power required to cover 
the audience uniformly.1 

SUMMARY 
A careful study of these simple measurements and calcu- 
lations will reveal a wealth of implied uses. These simple 
examples are intended as a waymark to the sound profes- 
sional who will, in studying and using them, find many 
other fascinating trails to follow on ihs own. 

1. The author's paper Equivalent Acoustic Distance preprint #911 
(C -1) AES Spring Convention 1973 gives a description of the most 
efficient methods available today for these calculations. 
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As a service to our readers we are pleased to 
offer books from prominent technical publishers. 
All prices listed are the publishers' net. Shipping 
charges are included. 

To order use the coupon at the bottom of the page. 
Indicate quantity on the special Instructions line 

if more than one copy of a title is wanted. Full 
payment must accompany your order. We cannot 
ship c.o.d. Checks or money orders should be 
made payable to Sagamore Publishing Company, 
Inc. Because of the time required to process 
orders, allow several weeks for the receipt of 
books. 

r-1 

20. The Audio Cyclopedia (2nd ed.). Dr. 
Howard M. Tremaine. New and updated, 
here is the complete audio reference li- 
brary in a single volume. It provides the 
most comprehensive information on every 
aspect of the audio art. This new edition 
includes the latest audio developments in- 
cluding the most recent solid -state systems 
and integrated circuits. It covers all sub- 
jects in the fields of acoustics, recording, 
and reproduction with more than 3400 re- 
lated topics. Each topic can be instantly 
located by a unique index and reference 
system. More than 1600 illustrations and 
schematics help make complicated topics 
masterpieces of clarity. 1760 pages; 65 x 
9% hardbound. $29.95 

1. The Technique of the Sound Studio. 
Alec Nisbett. This is a handbook on radio 
and recording techniques, but the princi- 
ples described are equally applicable to 
film and television sound. 264 pages; 60 
diagrams; glossary; indexed; 51/2 x 81/2; 

clothbound. $14.50 

7. Acoustical Tests and Measurements. 
Don Davis. Provides solid understanding 
of the entire subject of acoustical measure- 
ments; based on actual field test work, 
using commercial equipment. 192 pages; 
51/2 x 81/2; hardbound. $6.95 

8. Handbook of Electronic Tables & 
Formulas, (3rd edition). A one -stop source 
for all charts, tables, formulas, laws, sym- 
bols, and standards used in electronics. In- 
cludes an 8 -page, full -color fold -out chart 
showing latest FCC allocations for the en- 
tire frequency spectrum. 232 pages; 51/2 x 
81/2; hardbound. $5.50 

Sagamore Publishing Company, Inc. 
980 Old Country Road, 
Plainview, N.Y. 11803 

Please send me the books i have circled 
below. My full remittance in the amount 
of $ is enclosed. N.Y. State resi- 
dents add 7% sales tax. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 

39 40 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
Special 
Instructions 

Canada and foreign: Add $1.00 per book 

24. Basic Electronic Instrument Handbook. 
Edited by Clyde F. Coombs, Jr. Hewlett - 
Packard Co. A basic reference background 
for all instruments. Offers saving in time 
and effort by having complete information 
in one volume on how to get the most bene- 
fit from available devices, how to buy the 
best instrument for specific needs. Reduces 
chances of costly errors. Ideal reference 
book, it is an excellent source for the be- 
ginner, technician, the non -electrical en- 
gineering man, or general non -engineering 
scientific and technical personnel. 800 
pages. Hardbound. $28.50 

25. Operational Amplifiers- Design and 
Applications. Burr -Brown Research Corp. 
A comprehensive new work devoted en- 
tirely to every aspect of selection, use, and 
design of op amps -from basic theory to 
specific applications. Circuit design tech- 
niques including i.c. op amps. Applica- 
tions cover linear and non -linear circuits, 
A/D conversion techniques, active filters, 
signal generation, modulation and de- 
modulation. Complete test circuits and 
methods. 474 pages. $15.00 

26. The Design of Digital Systems. John 
B. Peatman. Textbook for students desiring 
to develop a creative approach design capa- 
bility through digital systems approach. 
Answers these question: Under what cir- 
cumstances it is desirable to implement a 

system digitally? What are some of the 
components available for implementing 
the system? How do we go about design- 
ing it? 448 pages. $15.50 

31. Solid -State Electronics. Hibberd. A 
Basic Course for Engineers and Techni- 
cians. An extremely practical reference 
book for anyone who wants to acquire a 
good but general understanding of semi- 
conductor principles. Features questions 
and answers, problems to solve. 1968. 
169 pp. $9.95 

32. Circuit Design for Audio, AM /FM, and 
TV. Texas Instruments. Texas Instruments 
Electronics Series. Discusses the latest ad- 
vances in design and application which 
represent the results of several years re- 
search and development by TI communica- 
tions applications engineers. Emphasizes 
time- and cost -saving procedures. 1967. 
352 pp. $14.50 

35. An Alphabetical Guide to Motion 
Picture, Television, and Videotape Produc- 
tions. Levitan. This all- inclusive, authorita- 
tive, and profusely illustrated encyclopedia 
is a practical source of information about 
techniques of all kinds used for making and 
processing film and TV presentations. 
Gives full technical information on mate- 
rials and equipment, processes and tech- 
niques, lighting, color balance, special 
effects, animation procedures, lenses and 
filters, high -speed photography, etc: 1970. 
480 pp. $24.50 

40. Radio Transmitters. Gray and Graham. 
Provides, in a logical, easy -to- understand 
manner, a working knowledge of radio 
transmitters for quick solution of problems 
in operation and maintenance. 1961. 462 
pp. $16.00 

23. Wide Screen Cinema & Stereophonic 
Sound. M.Z. Wystozky. First published in 
USSR in 1965 this excellent English trans- 
lation covers wide gauge films, panoramic 
films, circular panoramic cinematography; 
technical fundamentals of stero sound re- 
cording for film, as well as details of the 
Soviet systems now in use. 284 pages. 

$15.00 

33. Noise Reduction. Beranek. Designed 
for the engineer with no special training 
in acoustics, this practical text on noise 
control treats the nature of sound and its 
measurement, fundamentals of noise con- 
trol, criteria, and case histories. Covers 
advanced topics in the field. 1960. 752 pp. 

$19.50 

16. Magnetic Recording. Charles E. Low- 
man. Reference guide to the technology 
of magnetic recorders used in audio re- 
cording, broadcast and closed- circuit TV, 
instrument recording, and computer data 
systems. Includes latest information on 
cassette and cartridge recorders; TV re- 
corders; direct and FM signal electronics 
from low to wideband; servo -control and 
signal record/ playback circuitry; cap- 
stan, reel, and head -drum servos for 
longitudinal, rotary, helical -scan, and 
disc recorders. Glossary, index, biblio- 
graphical information. 274. pp. $14.50 

28. Environmental Acoustics. Leslie L. 
Doelle. Applied acoustics for those in envi- 
ronmental noise control who lack spe- 
cialized acoustical training. Basic informa- 
tion in comprehensible and practical form 
for solving straightforward problems. Ex- 
plains fundamental concepts; pure theory 
minimized. Practical applications stressed, 
acoustical properties of materials and con- 
struction listed, actual installations with 
photos and drawings. Appendixes illustrate 
details of 53 wall types and 32 floor plans 
and other useful data. 246 pgs. $18.50 

13. Acoustic Design & Noise Control. 
Michael Rettinger. 1973. NEW, revised 
and enlarged edition covers physics of 
sound, room acoustics and design, noise 
and noise reduction, plus noise and its 
problems. Many charts and graphs. A 
practical and useful book. 562 
pages. $22.50 

22. Acoustics of Studios and Auditoria. 
V.S. Mankovsky. Basic theory plus a mass 
of design data covers the field with special 
reference to studios and places of public 
performance. For acoustical designers and 
specialists in sound transmission in cinema 
and broadcasting. Features exhaustive 
treatment of studio acoustics by the sta- 
tistical, geometric and wave methods in 
parallel. 416 pgs. $15.00 

w V 
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CLASSIFIED 
Closing date is the fifteenth of the second month preceding the date of issue. 
Send copy to: Classified Ad Dept. 
db THE SOUND ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
980 Old Country Road, Plainview, New York 11803 

Rates are 50¢ a word for commercial advertisements. Non -commercial and 
employment offered or wanted placements are accepted at 25¢ per word. 

FINEST QUALITY STEREO MASTERS at 
lowest prices; expertly cut using a Scully 
lathe with a Westrex 3 -D stereo cutting 
system. Stereo: 12 -inch, $33 per side; 
7 -inch, $14 per side. Mono: 12 -inch, $22 
per side; 7 -inch, $9 per side. We also 
cut a fantastic demo. Request brochure. 
Trutone Records, 6411 Bergenwood 
Ave., North Bergen, N.J. 07047. (201) 
868 -9332. 

ONE MCI -API CONSOLE, 24 -in, 16 -out, 
with 24 automated process equalizers 
plus 8 automated process quad panners; 
also custom installed auto -muting sys- 
tem; 18 months old; $28,000. Contact 
Capricorn Sound Studios, 548 Broad- 
way, Macon, Georgia 31208. (912) 
745 -8516. 

SCULLY LATHE BELTS and bronze feed 
idlers available. L. J. Scully Mfg. Co., 
138 Hurd Ave., Bridgeport, Conn. 
06604. 

AMPEX AG440B -2 WITH SERVO; Scully 
280MS -2; just arrived from factory; in 
stock, ready for immediate shipment. 
Also in stock, used AG440's, AG350's, 
350's and Scully 270 and 280's; stereo 
and mono in excellent condition. Call 
Broadcast Automation Associates (305) 
766 -4762 or write, 5199 N.E. 12th Ave- 
nue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308. 

DISC RECORDING LATHE, Presto de- 
luxe heavy duty console model in mint 
condition, including diameter equalizer, 
50 watt recording amplifier. $1,500. Call 
Broadcast Automation Associates (305) 
776 -4762, or write, 5199 N.E. 12th 
Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33308. 

AMPEX 8 -TRACK 440 -8 DEMONSTRA- 
TOR, excellent condition; full one year 
guarantee. $7,500 cash. Call Broadcast 
Automation Associates (305) 776 -4762, 
or write, 5199 N.E. 12th Avenue, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida 33308. 

FOR SALE 

API 2088 CONSOLE; 24 inputs; 16 com- 
bining outputs; 16 -track monitor system. 
Aengus Studios. (617) 481 -7600. 

TWO- CHANNEL MONITOR EQUALIZERS 
for your Altec's and J.B.L.'s are a steal 
at $150. Music 8, Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old 
York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. 
(215) 659 -9251. 

SOLID -STATE AUDIO MODULES. Con- 
sole kits, power amplifier kits, power 
supplies. Octal plug -ins -mic, eq, line, 
disc, tape play, tape record, amplifiers. 
Audio and tape bias oscillators. Over 50 
audio products, send for free catalog 
and applications. Opamp Labs. Inc., 172 
So. Alta Vista Blvd., Los Angeles, Ca. 
90036. (213) 934 -3566. 

NEW YORK'S LEADING supplier of pro- 
fessional audio /video equipment and hi -fi 
stereo components. All major brands in 
stock. Call for quote- sales -service- 
leasing -trade -ins. Martin Audio, 320 
West 46th Street, New York, N.Y. 
10036. Telephone: (212) 265 -6470. 

AMPEX SPARE PARTS; technical sup- 
port; updating kits, for discontinued pro- 
fessional audio models; available from 
VIF International, Box 1555, Mountain 
View, Ca. 94042. (408) 739 -9740. 

ONE STOP 
FOR ALL YOUR PROFESSIONAL 

AUDIO REQUIREMENTS 
BOTTOM LINE ORIENTED 

F. T. C. BREWER CO. 
P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Fla. 32505 

HEADS WORN? Nortronics replacements 
for Ampex and Scully; immediate ship- 
ment. Frontier Audio Corp., 3103 Routh, 
Dallas, Texas 75201. (214) 651 -0152. 

EXCELLENT SELECTION of good used 
recording consoles -Electrodyne, Lan - 
gevin, others. Available now. Frontier 
Audio Corp., 3103 Routh, Dallas, Texas 
75201. (214) 651 -0152. 

TUNED ROCK P.A.'s- customized tour- 
ing sound systems, including feedback 
suppression, narrow band (5 Hz!) acoustic 
voicing /equalization (± 1 dB at your 
ears), room design /measurement /treat- 
ment; hundreds of professional products, 
all shipped prepaid /insured from Music 
& Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Wil- 
low Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659- 
9251. 

BROADCAST AND RECORDING EQUIP- 
MENT: Scully; Metrotech; Langevine; 
Electrodyne: Q.R.K.; Micro -Trak; M.R.L.; 
Nortronics; McMartin; U.R.E.I.; used 
Neumann; E.V.; A.K.G.; Sennheiser; 
Atlas; Ferrograph; HAECO; Stevenson; 
Gately; D.B.X.; Advent; Altec; Fairchild; 
Audio Designs; 3 M; Magnacord; Telex; 
Inovonics; disc recording systems; pack- 
age deals; installations; service. Wie- 
gand Audio, Middleburg, Pennsylvania 
17842. (717) 837 -1444. 

SPLICE FASTER, BETTER BY SHEAR- 
ING . . . replaces razor; specify .250 - 
Inch or cassette: $16.95. With attached 
splicing tape mechanism, $24.95. Details - 
NRP Box 289, McLean, Va. 22101. 

TASCAM MIXING CONSOLES -$1,890; 
Tascam 1/2 -inch records -$1,770; Tas- 
cam 8 -track recorders -$3,970. All 
shipped prepaid /insured, including free 
alignment and calibration. Music & 
Sound, Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow 
Grove, Pennsylvania 19090. (215) 659- 
9251. 
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CATV-MATV PRODUCTS 
CONNECTORS WALLPLATES 
SPLITTERS AMPLIFIERS 

AVA ELECTRONICS CORP. 
242 Pembroke Avenue, Lansdowne, Pa. 19050 

1215) 284 -2500 

ALLEN AND HEATH MIXERS; H/H am- 
plifiers; Community Light and Sound 
horns and drivers; AKG, Keith Monks 
microphone stands; all your sound rein- 
forcement needs. Brandy Brook Sound. 
(401) 821 -9580. 

FOR SALE: DEMONSTRATOR EQUIP- 
MENT, new warranty. Recording con- 
sole, Spectra Sonics components; eight 
input, four output, with equalization, 
echo send, attenuation, and track select 
on each input: complete monitoring and 
patching facilities; custom walnut For- 
mica cabinet complete with ten API VU 
meters: eight feet wide, 44 inches high, 
32 inches deep; best offer. Spectra Son - 
ics model 610 complimiters with stereo 
interconnect. (2) $795. Used equipment: 
Pultec EQH -2 equalizers (2) $235 each; 
Pultec EQP -1 equalizers (2) $295 each; 
Altec 604E speakers in cabinets (2) $150 
each. Recorders: (1) Ampex AG- 350 -4, 
in console, $2,850; (1) Ampex 351 -2 in 
rack, $1,450. Power amplifiers: Dynaco 
Mark III, 60 watts (4) $45 each; Stereo 
70's, 35 watts /channel, (2) $50 each. 
Will sell all of the above items as a 

complete ready -to -go four track studio, 
or individually. Amboy Audio Associates, 
236 Walnut St., So. Amboy, N.J. 08879. 
(201) 721 -5121. 

FOR SALE: 16 TRACK CONSOLE: 16 
in /16 out; NEW (never used) Auditron- 
ics with all plans; delivery, installation, 
guarantee card; spares, connectors, etc. 
Complete! Reasonable! Extras: Quad 
panners, patch cords, p.s. cables. De- 
tails: (215) 395 -5511. 

WHATEVER YOUR EQUIPMENT NEEDS 
-new or used -check us first. Trade 
your used equipment for new. Write for 
our complete listings. Broadcast Equip- 
ment & Supply Co., Box 3141, Bristol, 
Tenn. 37620. 

PROFESSIONAL RECORDING and TEST 
EQUIPMENT for recording studios and 
broadcasters; Altec, Ampex, 3M, GR 
HP, Tektronix - new and used; free 
equipment list or drop in. Chas. E. 

Washburn Co., 6114 Santa Monica 
Blvd., Hollywood, California 90038. 

NORTHWEST AREA, professional audio 
equipment and systems design. R. E. 

Munger Co., Seattle, Washington, (206) 
365 -1999. An Altec Acousta -Voice con- 
tractor. 

BUILD YOUR OWN highest quality mic- 
rophone mixers, consoles, phono pre - 
amps, crossovers, equalizers, or voltage 
controlled devices, using modules. Free 
catalog. Burwen Laboratories, 209 Mid- 
dlesex Turnpike, Burlington, Mass. 
01803. (617) 273 -1488. 

RECORDING STUDIO; 16 -track plus disc 
cutting; low overhead; convenient to 
Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, 
D.C. $70,000. Financing available. Prin- 
pals only. Box 121, db Magazine, 980 
Old Country Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 11803. 

LATE MODEL SCULLY 100 16 -track re- 
corder with meter panel and custom re- 
mote; as -new condition. $12,700. Model 
#1204 Electrodyne console, 16 -in, fl- 
out; mixdown; remote controls; many 
extras. $10,500. Immediate availability. 
Sound Recorders, 206 South 44th St., 
Omaha, Nebraska 68131. (402) 553- 
1 164. 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT, new and used; cus- 
tom consoles built to your specifications 
using the components of your choice. 
Whether you're building a new studio 
or remodeling your present one, check 
us first for a package price. Amboy 
Audio Associates, 236 Walnut St., South 
Amboy, N.J. 08879. (201) 721 -5121. 

AMPEX, SCULLY, TASCAM; all major 
professional audio lines. Service, expe- 
rience, integrity. 15 minutes George 
Washington Bridge. Professional Audio 
Video Corporation, 342 Main St., Pat- 
erson, N.J. 07505. (201) 523 -3333. 

CROWN TAPE RECORDERS, amps; IMF 
monitor speakers; AKG professional 
microphones; UREI limiting, Little Dip- 
per; Fairchild; Crown warranty service 
station, more. Barclay, 503 Haverford 
Avenue, Narberth, Pa. 19072. (215) 
667 -3048. or 120 Villa Crest Dr., State 
College, Pa. 16801. (814) 238 -1598. 

HAECO announces complete repair ser- 
vice and overhaul for all Westrex cut - 
terheads. Conversions of 3D -II and old- 
er models to higher performance stand- 
ards and reliability. Helium cooling 
systems and hi -temp coils can protect 
your investment. Repair insurance pro- 
gram available. Rapid service. Lower 
cost. HAECO, 14110 Aetna, Van Nuys, 
California 91401. 

MULT1-TRACK 
8 and 16 

TRACK RECORDING CONSOLES 
THE SOUNDEST DOLLAR SPENT 

IN PRO AUDIO TODAY 
1965 CHEREMOYA AVE., 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 
P.O. Box 3187, Hollywood, CA. 90028 

(213) 467-7890 

REEL SPECIALISTS; 10.5 inch reels, 
NAB $2.00 each; Precision, $5.00 each; 
other sizes available; NAB flanges, $.75 
each. Add 5 per cent postage. P.O. Box 
338, Dunwoody, Ga. 30338. 

WANTED 

YOUR AUDIO ENGINEERS don't under- 
stand digital logic? I'm a logic design 
engineer who understands audio! Let me 
put my experience in logic design to 
work for you. I'm interested in a posi- 
tion in recording console design in the 
audio field in California. Contact Bob 
Lord, Senior Engineer, Bunker Ramo 
Corp., 31717 La Tienda Dr., Westlake 
Village, California 91361. 

WANTED: TYPE APPROVED MICRO- 
WAVE SYSTEM to pass color. Respond 
to Box 4371, Inglewood, Ca. 90309. 

INTERESTED in used, good condition 
reel -to -reel duplicating equipment for 
cassette and 8 -track cartridge. Kolinor 
Recording Studios, Ltd., 18, Ha'arba'a 
Street, Tel Aviv, Israel. Tel: (03) 263298, 
260132. 

EMPLOYMENT 

MARKETING DIRECTOR. We are looking 
for an experienced sales manager to 
market our new line of recording con- 
soles and components. We are offering 
an exciting opportunity for an ambitious 
person with a thorough knowledge of all 
phases of professional audio. If you are 
prepared to lead the next phase of com- 
munications technology and have a suc- 
cessful track record in equipment sales, 
we would like to hear from you. Call or 
write: Gordon Rudd, Clover Systems, 
6232 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, 
Ca. 90038. (213) 463 -2375. 

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER, profes- 
sional audio equipment; rapidly expand- 
ing electronics manufacturer seeks ex- 
perienced manager to direct sales pro- 
gram for professional audio products 
division diversification; experience work- 
ing with commercial sound contractor 
desirable. Write: L. J. Lynn, Director of 
Marketing and Sales, Sunn Musical 
Equipment Company, Amburn Indus- 
trial Park, Tualatin, Oregon 97062. w 

CO 
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'From our 4-Track Systems thru 
to our unique 40-Track system 
... truly an Unusual Experience 

Experience the Unusual 
* 

Give Us a Call 
r ervi e Card 

STEPHENS 
ELECTRON] C S,I NC 
3513 PACIFIC AVENUE 
BURBANK, CALIF 91505 
PHONE121318425116 
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It's a fact. We have yet to test any 
omnidirectional dynamic with flat- 
ter, more extended range than the 
RE55. It's so good it has often been 
used in labs as a secondary fre- 
quency standard. But that's not its 
real purpose in life. 

FOR THE 
HARD -WORKING STUDIO 

The RE55 was designed to solve 
day -to -day studio and remote 
sound pickup problems. .. without 
creating problems of its own. It is 
extremely rugged, and so reliable 
we can offer a 2 -year UNCOND'- 
TIONAL performance guarantee, 
plus a warranty for the life of the 
RE55 *. The flat response mears 
less feedback than with ordinary 
omnidirectional mikes, and unco - 
ored sound pickup, whether you 
are listening to voice or a mighty 
pipe organ. And even when you put 
the RE55 in sound fields so intense 
as to cause ear damage, the exclu- 
sive E -V Acoustailoy' diaphragm 
responds with distortion -free 
equanimity. 

HAND -TO- MOUTH WITH 
THE RE55 

What, then, about interviews? Well, 
the 3/4 -inch diameter and extra 
length (which is a bonus of the de- 
sign for extended bass) makes 
handling an RE55 easier than 

Who would suspect 
that the RE55 is also 

one of the handiest 
interview mikes 
you could use. 

almost any other 
microphone. Light, 
long, and slender. 
Its really a natu- 
ral. You can even 
use it while it is 
tucked under your 
arm, in order to 
handle papers, 
give away prizes, 
or whatever. 

THE PERFECT 
MIXER 

And as a bonus, 
:he RE55 mixes 
perfectly with all 
other professional professional 
E -V mikes, like the 
635A, RE15 and RE55. 
f you haven't tried an 
RE55, get your hands on one 
_oday. Most Electro -Voice sound 
distributors will loan one at no cost 
or obligation to responsible profes- 
sional users. Or write today for a 
specification sheet and current 
catalog. Fascinating reading. 

COMPANY 
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC., Dept. 1231BD. 386 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

'If the RE55 fails to perform for any reason at all curing he first 2 years after original purchase, or during its 
lifetime due to a defect in workmanship or mater al s, return it prepaid to our Sevierville, Tenn., repair depart- 
ment. We'll fix it free. Finish, appearance items, cables, and connectors not included. Lifetime warranty does 
not cover things like abuse or operation at other than specified cond lions. \1 
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